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Chain Letters:BEL:::4kGyiNsG,A-Trou

Bani-Sadr Offers
To Take Control
Of U.S. Hostages

Those Involved Could Be
Convicted Of Gambling
Chain
letters.
Get-rich-quick
schemes otherwise known as an attempt to get something for nothing. But
in Kentucky, the story of what a person
could get has become a little different.
According to a recent letter from
state attorney general Robert F.
Stephens and his assistant W. Patrick
Stallard, chain letter schemes have
been ruled to constitute a lottery, where
all persons involved can be held
criminally liable for promoting gambling.
Local citizens should be aware of the
"Chain of Gold- chain letters recently
circulated the area. Such letters, that.
are purchased and sold in attempts to
make money, are against the law,
Stephens said. He added persons involved in the letters are subject to
charges of gambling.
According to Kentucky Revised
Statues, promoting a lottery also promotes gambling. A person convicted of
a first-degree gambling charge, a
Class-D felony, can be penalized for one
to five years in prison or a $10,000 fine
or both. A second-degree conviction is
punishable by one year in prison or a
$500 fine or both.
Stephens said a lottery is defined as
"a gambling scheme in which players
pay or agree to pay something of value
for or on the chance to receive
something of value in return. These
elements are usually listed as consideration, chance and prize. When all
three are present in any scheme or promotion, a lottery exists."

Airport Board To
Meet Thursday Night
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board will hold its regularly scheduled
meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday, April 3, at
the Murray Holiday Inn, according to
Hugh L. Oakley, board chairman.
Items on the agenda include surplus
property eligibility for the airport,
Oakley said.
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partly sunny
Partly sunny today. Highs in
the upper 50s to low 60s. Mostly
cloudy with a slight chance of
showers tonight. Lows in the low
40s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.90
357.69

Consideration is the payment of
money or something of value in order to
participate in the chain. The prize is
something of value earned in the
scheme. Chance includes a person's
selection to the chain, his relative position in the chain and the possibility of
the chain breaking.

Friday To Be Last
Day To Pay County
Taxes Until June 1
Friday, April 4, will be the last day
Calloway County Sheriff's Office officials will accept county tax payments,
a sheriff's office spokesman said.
The spokesman added that after Friday, payments will not be accepted until June 1. Payments then are to be
made in the county clerk's office.

By The Associated Press

GIRL SCOUT FAIR - Calloway Cou4 judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
(seated left) and Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley (seated right) sign a
document to kick off the fund-raising campaign for the Girl Scout Fair, to
be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, April 19, in the girl scout cabin in
the Old City Park on Sharpe Street. The fair will feature a rummage sale,
raffles, games, entertainment, refreshments and bingo. Proceeds from the
fair will go in support of Sustaining Membership Enrollment (SME). The SME
committee is collecting dgjjations of merchandise until April 18 to raffle
for a sale. Anyone wishing to donate articles can bring them to the girl
scout cabin between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. April 18. With Miller and Henley
are(from left) Christie Cummings, Tina Hudson and Jennifer Parrish.

Wagner, West, Kodman File For
Regents Faculty Representative
Three Murray State University.faculty members - Dr. Tom Wagner, Steve
West and Dr. Frank Kodman - have
filed for faculty representative to the
board of regents.
Wagner, assistant professor of professional studies, and West, assistant
professor of marketing and business
administration,filed their petitions last
week, while Kodman, professor of
psychology,filed Monday.
The deadline for filing petitions was
4:30 p.m. Monday, according to Faye
Nell Flora, assistant registrar. Mrs.
Flora was in charge of gathering petitions for the election committee.
Voting for the position, which was
vacated by Dr. Sal Ma tarazzo following
the March 22 regents meeting, will be
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday in
the orientation room of Waterfield
Library.
Matarazzo, professor of professional
studies, chose not to run again for the
office. He served on the insurance and
benefits and investments committees.
In addition to Matarazzo's post, one

Judge Miller Will
Speak At Health
Association Meeting
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller will be one of the principal speakers Wednesday at the annual convention of the Kentucky Public
Health Association in Louisville.
Miller, a past chairman of the Purchase Area Development District, is
the immediate past president of Kentucky Health Systems Agency West and
chairman of the Calloway County
Board of Health.
He also is a member of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital board of
trustees, the State Health Coordinating
Council and has been active in health
activities for a number of years.

WkAtS LISTENING AREA - This map shows the new listening
area of WKMS-FM, west Kentucky's only fine arts public radio station
from Murray
State Uneve.etity. Listeneer
the outer
area may receive a
marginal sound. WILMS broadcasts at 91.3 on the FM dial at 100,000
watts
of stereo power. Dedication ceremonies were held Sunday
for the
station's power boost from 13,000 v.,atts to the present wattage.

other spot on the board is vacant. The
term of Alton Brooks Mitchell of Smiths
Grove, who has served a total of 11
years on the board, expired March 31.
Mitchell decided to retire rather than
seek reappointment.
He will remain in the position until his
successor is named by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. There has been no official indication from Brown whether a new appointment will come before the next
regents meeting set for the latter part
of April.
Mitchell,

a

former

public

schoolteacher in Edmondson County,
was first appointed to the board in 1957
when Dr. Ralph-H'Woods was president of Murray State College. He also
served as a member of the Kentucky
General Assembly for six years.
Other members of the board are: Dr.
Charles E. Howard, chairman,
Mayfield; 0. B. Springer, Henderson;
Jere McCuiston, Elkton; William
Carneal, Owensboro; Bob T. Long,
Mayfield; Dr. Ed Settle, Princeton;
Ron Christopher, Murray; and Mack
Bushart, student representative,
Gilbertsville.

Today Is Day To
Return Census Forms
Today is the day to return the 1980 Census of Population and Housing
formswhich were mailed to all households Friday, according to Kent
Frisbee, the manager of the Census Bureau's district offices.
Those households which do not return the forms within a reasonable time
will be visited personally by a census taker, and the cost of the census goes
up with every household that must be visited. It has been estimated that the
"mail-back" method will save taxpayers at least $180 million if all
households return the properly completed questionnaires by mail.
The last nationwide population count was made in 1970 and since that time
significant changes have occurred, Frisbee said. Census results determine
representation in government at all levels, as well as the distribution of appoximately $50 billion a year in federal revenue sharing programs.
All census information provided by particular households is completely
confidential.
zesszsozazusamr:,,aassoist.suuseeninsaaanae-

Iranian President Abolhassan BaniSadr offered today to take control of the
American hostages if the U.S. government pledged to abstain from all hostile
acts and propaganda against Iran until
the hostages' fate is decided by the new
Parliament. Spokesmen for the militants holding
the 50 U.S. Embassy hostages refused
to comment immediately.
"We have decided to stay quiet for
the time being," said one reached by
telephone by The Associated Press
from Nicosia, Cyprus. He denied an
NBC report that the militants had said
they would keep their captives until the
Iranian Parliament meets.
At the White House, President Carter
responded to Bani-Sadr's offer by
deferring imposition of further sanctions against Iran.
But Carter did not answer directly
when asked by a reporter whether the
United States would meet the Iranian
president's demand for a pledge not to
provoke or propagandize against Iran.
Bani-Sadr's statement, made to
angry shouts and boos from a throng of
200,000 Iranians at a revolutionary rally
in Tehran, did not necessarily mean the
hostages,in their 150th day of captivity,
would be freed quickly.
In fact the Iranian leader reussured
the crowd,"I emphasize to you that the
hostages will not be freed until the shah
is extradited ..."
Earlier in the rally, revolutionary
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
said in a speech read by his son Ahmad
that Carter was "following the wrong
path" in his efforts to free the hostages
and "must realize ... his support for the
ousted shah ... does not leave room for
an honorable solution of the issue."
The Khomeini speech made no mention of a transfer of the hostages to Iranian government custody.
Khomeini reiterated that the decision
on whether to free the Americans would
be made by the new Parliament, which
is not yet fully elected and is not expected to convene until late spring at
the earliest.
U.S. officials believe, however, that
the transfer of the Americans to
government custody will lessen the
threat to their safety and facilitate
negotiations for their release.
The Iranian offer to transfer the
hostages had been expected in
Washington, and Carter had been
holding an announcement of new sanctions against Iran in abeyance.

Carter, who met with senior advisers
at 5 a.m. today to discuss the Bani-Sadr
overture, told reporters in the Oval Office the announcement was a "positive
development" and confirmed we were
considering additional sanctions
against Iran" had the announcement
not been forthcoming. He did not
elaborate, but added:
We would like to see this positive
development continued and our
foremost consideration will be devoted
to the earliest possible release of the
hostages."
The Iranian president, after speaking
about domestic matters for nearly an
hour and a half, reviewed recent
developments in the hostage crisis and
said:
The night before last the Revolutionary Council decided that if America
issues an official statement that until
such time as the Majlis (Parliament I is
formed and the proper decision is
taken, America refrains from all propaganda or any claim or statement or
any provocation, the Revolutionary
Council agrees to take the hostages
under its care and custody.
"This is as far as we have gone so
far."
Bani-Sadr's speech was preceded by
a message from Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, read by his son Ahmad, in
which the leader of the revolutionary
regime castigated Carter and reaffirmed that the hostages would not be freed
until the new Majlis is elected, meets
and decides what to do with them.
Carter conferred Monday with his national security advisers about new
retaliatory measures if the Iranian
government did not make concrete
moves to resolve the crisis. He also met
with congressional leaders, and one of
them, Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., told
reporters afterward: "Tomorrow
(Tuesday) is the deadline, and tomorrow he will announce what he is going to
do. I think he has decided in his own
mind that tomorrow is the deadline."
Bani-Sadr met Monday with
representatives of the embassy
militants in an apparent attempt to
pressure them into handing over the
hostages. Since he was elected president in January, he has been trying to
ease the crisis between the United
States and Iran and has repeatedly attacked the embassy militants for their
refusal to recognize his authority and
that of the Revolutionary Council.
Whenever a showdown came,
however, Khomeini always backed'the
militants.

Workmen's Comp Revision Passes House

Bill Goes To Brown For Signing
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
•
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- The administration's version of revising Kentucky's workmen's compensation rates
has gone to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. for
his signature after another marathon
debate in the House. The House Monday
concurred in the amendment passed
Saturday by the Senate, then approved
the full measure, one of the major bills
in the waning session.
Amendment No. 4 was approved 57-38
after a two-hour debate.
The Brown measure, embodied in the
amendment, puts an eight-year cap on
permanent partial disability benefitspayments which management contends
are the main reason employers in.Kentucky pay among the highest premiums
in the nation.
Under the current law, a number of
Injured workers in that category can
receive benefits for life.
Amendment foes argued that the administration version is cruel and inhumane to workers.
Although the debate did not take as
long as the 3/
1
2 hours for the Senate to
pass its amendment during the
weekend, in ways it was more emotional and wide-ranging.
One amendment foe, Rep. David Van
Horn, D-Lexington, said the House session Monday had been delayed three
hours while the governor's office tried
to round up support for it.
You represent Johnny Six-Pack
back home, not iiee champagne
drinkers on the first floor," Van Hom
told his applauding colleagues. "lithe
governor won't keep his promise (not to
reduce compensation benefita 1, then at

least keep your promise."
Rep. Herbie Deskin.s, D-Pikeville,
called the administration version
heartless to injured workers.
"They're trying to cram it down the
throats of the workingman of Kentucky
and I'm not going to be part of it," said
Rep. Bill Weinberg, D-Hindman.
They and other opponents sought to
send the amendment to a conference

committee of both chambers, as was
the case just before the debate with the
Senate version of the proposed new
state budget.
Sometimes, both sides joined to lambast the insurance carriers who underwrite workmen's compensation.
Rep. J. R. Gray, D-Benton, wo
favors a pro-labor revision bill, said

rates for Kentucky are dictated by a
"vicious cartel" of New York-based
firms on the model of the world oil
cartel.
Rep. Louie Guenthner, R-Louisville.
who said the current version should be
tried, commented that management
and labor have been pitted against each
other when the real villains are the insurance companies.

Grocery Bills Up Less Than Two
Percent In Year's First Quarter
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Supermarket bills rose less than 2
percent during the first quarter of 1980
and were unchanged last month, according to an Associated Press marketbasket survey.
The AP found that increases in the
price of sugar and eggs were offset by
drops in the cost of frankfurters and
pork chops.
The AP drew up a random list of 14
commonly purchased food and non-food
items and priced them at one supermarket in each of 13 cities on March 1,
1973. Prices have been rechecked on or
about the start of each succeeding month.
Several of the stores checked by the
AP imposed limited price freezes or
ceilings last month after an appeal by
Father Peterson, President Carter's
special adviser for consumer affairs.
None of the survey items were affected
by the freezes, however.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The latest AP survey showed that the
average marketbasket bill at the start
of April was 1.8 percent higher than it
was at the beginning of the year. The increase during the same period of 1979
was more than twice as big - 4.1 percent.
The marketbasket bill went up at the
checklist store in five cities last month
and went down in eight cities, dropping
an average of 1.4 percent. On an overall
basis, the bill at the start of April was
the same alt was a month earlier.
The price of sugar rose at the
checklist store in nine cities, with increases ranging from 5 percent to 25
percent. The retail price booata reflect
higher prices being paid for raw sugar
on world markets because of smaller
supplies. Production of sugar has been
declining.for several years and recent
reports indicate that the current crop
may be even smaller than anticipated
Eggs, in contrast, are in abundant
supply. The Department of Agriculture
says egg production during the first

half of this year is expected to be 1 percent to 2 percent higher than 1979
levels. Pre-Easter demand, however,
helped boost the price of eggs at the
checklist store in nine of the cities
surveyed.
On the bright side, there were
declines at the meat counter. Centercut pork chops dropped in price at the
checklist store in eight cities and
frankfurters decreased in six cities.
Pork in particular is expected to be
plentiful through the first half of this
year at least and consumers should continue to find lower prices.
No attempt was made to weight the
AP survey results according to population density or in terms of what percent
of a family's actual grocery outlay each
item represents.
The items checked are: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops, frozen
orange juice concentrate, coffee, paper
towels, butter, Grade-A medium white
eggs, creamy peanut butter and laundry detergent.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Writer Says She's Glad
To See Signs Of Spring

Frark.es Drake
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What kind of day will
A financial tip may not be OS
By Estelle Spicelaackik.
Maud Nance, after months
recently sang at Princeton.
tomorrow be? To find out what wonderful as you
think. Be
March 24, OSO
Then they had Mrs. Kelly in the hospital, celebrated her
the stars say, read the
careful in monetary dealings.
It pays to advertise. Don Smith for a baby sitter. There birthday in her own home at
forecast given for your birth Others may be
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Stewart, living at Pottertovrn was one picture of Lulus New Concord
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unreliable.
Hope that Mary Monat the former P'Poole home, Ls Spicelimd and his truck at
ARIES
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tgomery and all others
to be the New Concord New Concord.
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Later that evening they hospitalized will soon be able
Cemetery caretaker because
You may be excited about a
You may be hoping to meet
escorted me to Mt. Carmel to to return horne.
he advertised.
work project, but the going
some important people at a
Aware of sadness in so
Mrs. Berline Lovins in hear the Rev. Stephen Cobb,
may be more difficult than
get-together. Instead, you're
anticipated. The p.m finds liable to be confronted
charge of funds for the upkeep Interim pastor, but another many of lonely homes, I am
with
you in an escapist mood
of Macedonia Cemetery by reminder of the dear, dead cheered by looking out my kitfriends with problems.
TAURUS
Joe Green's daughters, is in- past in Stewart County, Term., chen window at the new bird
SAGITTARIUS
house and bird bath on the
!Apr. 20 to May 20
formed that the rates have days.
Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) ark-fr
We are appreciative of the lawn of the young Joe Pat
Problems with children may
been increased.
Something you're secretly
interfere with a planned acAfter another winter with so useful newcomers to our com- Robertsons starting out in life.
hoping for careerwise may not
DIABETIC CAMP SCHOLARSHIP -- Dr. Donald Hughes, vice president of the
tivity. A date may be worried come through
Then we enjoy Krit Stubdeaths, it is encourag- munities. The Hamlin Pastofmany
now. Learn to
Calloway-Marshall County chapter of the Kentucky Diabetes Association, accepts a
or somewhat inhibited Be keep your expectations
ing to see signs of spring- fice with the Claxtons and the blefield's news reporting.
within
check for a scholarship for a Calloway or Marshall County child to a two-week
patient.
We are looking for candles
reasonable limits.
joinquils blooming, bulbs New Concord Postoffice with
diabetes camp. The donation from the Calloway County Medical Auxiliary is one
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sprouting,grass greening,and the Tim Graves are examples to light the darkness now, and
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auxiliary activity honoring local physicians on Doctor's Day, March 31. The camp is
19) V
birds returning. It is a time of of helpfulness as are all the find there are many who can
A problem at home may
sponsored by the Kentucky Diabetes Association and is held near Rough River Dam
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Be less critical of a friend's
resurrection of hope.
demand your attention. Try to shortcomings. Still, don't go
State Park. The child will receive professional instruction concerning the use of
to
Corchapter
of
the
I
15th
In
keep your mind on work, even the other extreme and
medication, diet, and exercise for his diabetes. Mrs. Bill Wilson, auxiliary secretarybe
inthians we read "If there be
if routine seems somewhat taken for a fool. Others
treasurer, is pictured here making the presentation.
may
no ressurection of the dead,
humdrum at present.
be manipulative.
then is Christ not risen." Then
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Christ, we are, of all men,
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es
To Give Program A
t
Garden Club Meeti
ng

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS

until you get our
prices. You can
TAM us to pay
the top CASH
prices.

WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

FAR LANDS TRAVEL
AGENCY

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.

For Christ's
sake.
This should be the rea
son for our every act
ion.
Most of us go throug
h the motions of the
faith into which we
have been reared.
We do this or that bec
ause the church has
told us to or the other
members expect us
to.
Is that what it mean
s to have faith an
d belong to a church
family?
We don't think so. Th
e Christian Church
was founded on the
Disciples of Christ
principles of indivi
)
dual freedom and div
sity in religious tho
erught. Each person
is encouraged to rel
to Jesus Christ in his
ate
or
Each of us has bee her oym way.
n given unique tal
ents and abilities. Th
church offers many
e
10 varied opportuni
ties to put them to
as each sees fit. Put
use
ting your faith to
wor
life the way you und
k in your everyday
erstand His teachi
ngs is all that matter
We welcome you to
s.
share this freedo
m and fellowship wit
us this Sunday.
h

Fun,Fashio
ns
Easter Prize and
s!
continuing

MEMBERS NAME
D - The Calloway
County High Scho
Chapter of the
ol
Future Homemake
rs of America ha
selected member
ve
s for special ho
no
rs for January an
February. In the to
d
p photo are Karo
n Walker, left, sel
ted as Miss Call
ecoway County FHA
Officer and Margar
Colson, right, as
et
Miss FHA Member
for January. In the
bottom photo are
Sharon Walker, rig
ht, selected as Mis
Calloway County
s
FBA Officer and
Christy Curd, left,
Miss FHA Member
as
for February. All
four members par
ticipated in chapte
r and regional act
ivities. Karon ser
on the Region I an
ved
d State committe
es.

Style
Show
Thursday,Ap
ril3
1:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.
m.
at the

Boston Tea P

arty

Hwy.

641 North
Envoy your lunch
se* the latest
fashions for spr
11111V and still get
ing ond sum
both to work
or I. your
on hale
nest appointme
nt

Register For
,To

be given away

Prizes*

Friday, April

4th)

First Prize —

The First Christian C
a

North of the square

hurch .

on Fifth Street

raa David C. Roos, Min

ister

•

Blazer Skirt or
Slacks
Second Priz
e — Ray Horm
's "Cardinal- (being
presented by Be
ta Sigma
Phi)
Third Prize
—
Cig
are
tte
Case and
lighter
Fourth Priz
e-6 Easter Eg
g
Cand
Fifth Prize
— Two chef sal les
drink, and
ads,
homemade pie
presented by Bo
(biting
ston Teo Party)
The Style Sh
ow
prizes ore bein and 1st, 3rd and
g presented
by the

Blackford Hou

se Gallery

Dix i•land Center
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Looking Back

inion Page
Business Mirror

10 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board entered Into an agreement with
the Murray Flying Service, Inc.,
yesterday afternoon which gives the
flying service the authority to operate
the Murray-Calloway County Airport,
Kyle Field, as a fixed home operator.
The Murray Board of Education gave
formal approval to plans for the new
Murray High School building as
presented by Pat Gingles, architect.
Nick Sweers, Bill Pinkston, Don Lampkins, Molly Stubblefield, Paula
Parker, Jayne Scott, Jayda Stuart,
Mark Tinsley, Nancy Mathis, Jana
Jones, and Barbara Howard,all of Murray High School, qualified for the Kentucky Speech Tournament in Lexington
on April 6 and 7 at the Regional Tournament held at Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Darnell on March 30 and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bruce Evans
pn March 30.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Woman's Club for 1970-71 were Mrs.
Bethel Richardson, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., Mrs.
John A. Gregory, Mrs. Thomas E.
Brown,and Mrs. Purdom Outland,
Minute steaks are advertised at 10 for
$1 in the ad for Jim Adams IGA this'

By John Cunnif

Full Employment

--roe

NEW YORK AP — To one degree or
another, all political candidates support full employment_ They feel it is
good politics, good economics, good
common sense, and a worthy,
achievable goal.
To Robert Theobald, economist and
futurist, it is dangerous nonsense that
could drive America into the poorhouse
and ruin the lives of the people whose
votes the politicians solicit.
Full employment, he says, "is both
unfeasible and undesirable." It is an effort that -must be abandoned if we are
not to experience increasing economic
breakdown." He calls it a recipe for
disaster.
Were seeing the results now, he
states. Our insistence on jobs for all
wastes energy, worsens inflation,
productivity, creates
lowers
bureaucracy., encourages costly programs He could go on.
Theobald is an independent mind, a
maverick perhaps, an intellectual, a
long-range thinker — even a dreamer,
some would say, but a practical man.
He can upset and depress, exhilarate
and irritate. He can also jar thinking
from its ruts, ancLthat keeps him in demand as a lecturer.
Now, in the midst of the Presidential
election campaign, he is concerned
about candidates offering "extremely
dusty answers" to economic
challenges, especially the challenge of
jobs. The country is in a crisis and all it
is offered by candidates are selfserving palliatives, he says.
'Full employment was proposed ass

means to an end in the 193081 by John
Maynard Keynes," he observes, then.
adds unpopularly: "But full employment as defined by his disciples doesn't
work now."
Keynes, he maintains, was seen as
totally crazy by economists at one time.
Then, says Theobald, Keynes was accepted. And now, he says, "you're
crazy if you challenge him."
He reminds audiences that even
Keynes conceded his job-stimulation
theories were valid only when there
was no change in the quantity or quality
of the labor force or machines, and no
change in technology.
But great changes have occurred,
says Theobald. He names just two: An
inability to find meaningful jobs for
young people; and a swift rise in workforce.participation by women.
What politicians and even economists
insist upon, says Theobald, is that we
continue to think in the old mold. That
is, that life and jobs aren't changing,
and that our approaches need not
either.
In the future, he believes, we must
answer three challenges:
—To continue to achieve the greatest
production while recognizing natural
resource and environmental limitations.
—To enable people to choose
challenging work, and insure that unwanted toil is equitably shared."
—To create a socially just distribution of income based on a person's contribution." Next: Theobald's answer:
Basic economic security for all.)

--- WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published
Lettersshould be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
.•
interest.
Editors reserve /the right to
-condense or reject' any letter and
_ limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
. Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

Thoughts
In Season

Letter To The Editor
University Support
Dear Editor:
This letter is in reference to the current emotional reaction surrounding
one of the athletic programs at M.S.U.
The letter is in no way intended to
minimize what the football coach has
accomplished or to question the apparent superior quality of his
character. It is intended to call attention to the lack of equally intense fervor
for other equally important student
pursuits.
If the general public and the student
body could generate the same amount
of fervor and active support for scholarship, forensic activities, research,
nlitsic, art, etc., more wonderful things
could happen at M.S.U., which is
already a better-than-average university. The students know this, and the
members of the faculty and the administration know it.
No specific criticism or admonition is
intended here. This is simply an
observation made by someone who has
had many years of experience with high
school students and college students.
The current situation affords an oppor
tunity to point to a significant truth that
is worthy of some consideration by al]
who are interested.
Sincerely,
R.L. Hart
2 Box 145
Buchanan, Tennessee

"elS

By Ken Wolf
While the unity of God, man and
nature is a topic discussed frequently and often eloquently - by students of
both religion and science, it is doubtful
that anyone has ever put the question
more succinctly, at least for a modern
American audience, than Barry Commoner,the St. Louis ecologist:
Everything is connected to
everything else; everything must
go someplace; nature knows
best; there is no such thing as a
free lunch.
This statement is not only clear and
pointed, but also more sophisticated
than it looksat first glance. For the full
story, see Commoner's book, The Closing Circle: Man, Nature and
Technology iBantam,19721.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

2(1 Years Ago

Old Friends And Tall Tales
At State Basketball Tournament
Some may find this hard to believe,
but I was in Louisville most of last
week, within half-a-mile of the state
high school "Sweet 16" basketball tournament at Freedom Hall and saw only
one of the 15 games played.
That was the first game Thursday
afternoon between Louisville's Moore
High School and neighboring Old'- am
County. My son-in-law is a close friend
of the Moore coach, and I went to .the
game with him. I thought it would be
one of the better games of the tournament.
Moore had a 31-2 record and Oldham
a 31-3 record lining up for the tipoff, but
although it was close for the first half,
Moore — behind a big boy already
headed for the University of Louisville
— beat Oldham County like a drum in
the second half.

Bible Thought
They marvelled and glorified God
which had given such power unto men.
— Matthew 9:8.
All creative power, healing or
redemptive, inherent in man is of God.
It is not self-created nor created for
self-alone. It is granted to be used and
not abused. Hoarded power withers on
the vine. Therein is God mocked,
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The Story Of
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Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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1953
By turning a delicate ear upon the 1953 year, echoes of the
past reverberate with a clarity that all that has gone before will
soon be no more, leaving only few , memories that, too, will perish
were it not for a few fortunate recordings left by pen to kin. Each
should leave a marked trail whenever opportunity arises to keep
open the thoroughfares of events for future generations, thus should
be the engravings of Joseph H. Holland, Sen. Conn Linn, Dr. Coleman McDevitt, Mrs. H. P. Wear, Brother Joe Johnson, Cpl. M. G.
Geurin, Judge R. Hall Hood, Wendell Patterson, Carlisle Cutchin
and Mrs. Victoria Brown Miller, all and collectively passing monuments to shine on in the future although their years have passed.
One of the nation's foremost sharpshooters, Joseph H. Holland,
died enroute to the home of his daughter, Mrs. T. H. McDonald,
in Amarillo, Texas, Dec. 22, 1952, after participating in a skeet
shoot
at a nearby gun club. He was born in a double log cabin on the
east side of Calloway County July 17, 1868, but left the county in
1907 with his wife and two children, Harry and Mable, for the
Southwest where he became highly successful as a businessman.
He attended Hickory Flat and Coldwater Academy schools in Calloway County. Even at 84 years of age, he daily assisted his son
in a joint business enterprise. At 89 years of age, he won the TriState Skeet tournament in Texas. He is fondly remembered as
Calloway's best known -sportsman in fishing, hunting, and skeet.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
_ _
Editorials, columns and othep-opinionated articles on this page
presented for the purpose
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
Another distinguished Calloway citizen to die in the Southwest
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
was Sen. Conn Linn in Tulsa, Okla., on Jan. 25, 1953, at the
agi
opinionated articles to only those
of 83 years,, who became a distinguished jurist in his later
years.
which parallel the editorial
Before leaving Murray, he served
a representative and state
philosophy of this newspaper would
senator and was serving in the upper
be a disservice to our readers.
of the general assembly
where he resigned after coming under
Therefore, we encourage readers
• political criticism on
who do not agree with an editorial
a dry-wet issue, previously referred to in
s book. Senator Linn's
stand or the ideas presented by an
body was returned to Murray for bur4 January 30 in the City
individual writer !r; a column or
Cemetery. He was the son of pioneer Judge and Mrs. L. C. Linn of
other article, to respond with their
Lynn Grove for whom the community was named. In addition
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
to being honored with the little village's name, Judge Linn had
the
editor.
distinction of another town named in his honor, Linnville, in Craves
By the same token, if an issue has
County, when an admiring employee moved to that place and named
not been discussed on this page and
the village for Judge Linn. The confusion of the nearby post office
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
title resulted in a change of the spelling of Linn Grove to Lynn
we welcome a letter to the editor or
awe about 1909 by order of the U. S. mail service.
an authored article on whatever that'
topic might be.
To Bs Continued

+++
I was with a crew of Murray Staters
up there to set up and maintain a Racer
Hospitality Room for the coaches,
superintendents, principals, alumni,
prospective students and what-haveyou attending the tournament.
We were set up in a big room just off
the lobby of the Executive West motor
hotel, and from Wednesday morning
until Saturday noon, a steady stream of
folks came by — some we've long
known, some we wire meeting for the
first time.
There was a lot of reminiscing as our
visitors leafed through the pile of yearbooks we had brought along, and,
naturally, there a lot of humorous
stories were told.
+++
We always like to have George Conley come by to see us. George is the
father of former UK star Larry Conley,
who was on the Kentucky team which
lost in the 1966 NCAA finals to West
TexetY4ate. Larry is now in the mortgage *mince business in Lexington.
George was coach of the Ashland
High School team which Paducah
Tilghman beat in the semi-finals of the
1953 state tournament on a last-second
shot by my Murray State colleague,
Dwain McIntosh. George also is well
known across the state for his officiating.
This year, George's big story was
about Sid Meade and the game Meade
officiated one night in Salyersville in
Magoffin County in the Eastern Kentucky hill country.
Meade,a big, heavy-set fellow, is now
superintendent of schools in Lewis
County. He, too, stopped by our
hospitality room, and proudly proclaimed that he had officiated in 11 consecutive state tournaments. He had
left, though, when George told the
Salyersville story.
As George related it, Salyersville had
a pretty good basketball team that
year, and on this particular night, its
opponent was the Sandy Hook team
from Elliott County. Salyersville was
supposed to win easily, but at half-time,
the scrappy Sandy'Hook team held a
pretty sizeable lead.
Now, the Saykrsville gym in those
days didn't have special dressing
rooms for the teams or the officials:
They just settled down wherever they
could for the few minutes of half-time
rest, and that's what Meade was doing
when a big, burly mountain man pressed up against him, poked a .45-callber
pistol into his midsection and snarled.
"Mr. Refree, the complextion of this
game had better change! Unner-stan?"
To which Meade bravely replied,
drawing himself up to his full height,
-Money can't buy me,and bullets won't
stop me I call 'em like I see 'em."
Brushing the man with the gun aside,
he returned to the playing floor.
That ended the brief but tense encounter — not an uncommon one
around heated athletic events in Kentucky's mountain country.
Some time later, someone, listening
while Meade told of the Salyersville
threat, asked, "By the way, Sid. How
did that game come out?"
"You know," Conley quoted Meade
as saying, -that Salyersville team got
hot In the second half and beat the
daylights out of that bunch from Sandy
Hook!"
+++
John West of Henderson also came
by. John grew up at Lynn Grove, played
basketball there and later — as well as
football — at Murray State. He is now
general manager of the HendersonUnion Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation. ''Fifteen thouaand customers
and 3,000 miles of line to worry about
every day," he laughed.
A tall man himself, John has a
basketball-playing son, John David,
who airsady- is up to 8' 8" and weighs
230 pounds.
++

Joe and Kenneth Guerin of Calloway
County also came by. Joe was on crutches, having been kicked recently on
the left leg by a stallion. It almost broke
his leg.
They, especially Kenneth, rarely
miss the state tournament, and for the
past three years have become acquainted with two brothers who have
been coming to the tournament from
Lansing, Mich.,for the past 16 years.
One is Ben Bement,the postmaster at
Weberville, a Lansing suburb. The
other's name they couldn't recall, but
the two had never lived in Kentucky
and had no relatives in the state. One
had been a basketball official, and
simply by chance they had seen a Kentucky tournament years ago. They enjoyed it so much, they've been coming
back every year for 16 years now.
Last year, Joe and Kenneth sat by
them during the tournament,l'his year,
they looked them up in the crowd.
They've become good friends and look
forward to seeing each other again next
year when the tournament is played at
Rupp Arena in Lexington.
They call it "the greatest show on
earth," these long-time regulars, and I
suppose it is if you get caught up in the
excitement of the thing like so many
have.
A lot of electrifying basketball is
played in its four days — but if I had to.
classify it, I would have to list it under
"Old Friends and Good Times,"
because that to me reflects who's there
and why. They truly have a good time.

GRRAIMIT

U. S. Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield,
Democrat from Murray,is one of five of
Kentucky's U. S. Representatives who
is assured of renomination ;without opposition as the closing date for filing
has passed.
Deaths reported include W. P.
Willoughby, 62, and Mrs. G. M. Peery,
53.
Ben Butler, former Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture, will be the
speaker at the 19th annual membership
meeting of the Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association, Inc., tonight
at the Little Chapel, Murray State College.
The Purchase District 4-H Talent
Show was held last night at the Little
Chapel, Murray State College. Counties
participating were Ballard, Hickman,
Carlisle, McCracken, Livingston,
Fulton, and Calloway.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Darnell.
The South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church will have open house for their
new parsonage on April 3. The Rev. W.
- L. Hill is pastor of the church.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 49
cents per pound in the-ad for Johnson's
Grocery this week.

30 Ye

Ago

Mursey1B3lloway County Census
Takers under the leadership of James
M. Lassiter started out yesterday for a
practice session. There are 21 persons
'___Who will cover Murray and Calloway
County for the 1950 census.
Plans for Girls State to be sponsored
by the American Legion Auxiliary in
every state during the coming summer
are being completed rapidly, according
to Elisabeth Churchill, Girls State
chairman of the Murray Unit of the
local auxiliary.
Passion Week services will begin at
the First Christian Church on April 2
and continue through Easter Sunday,
April 9. The pastor, the Rev. Robert E.
Jarman, will be the speaker.
The Fifth Grade Class of Kirksey
School, Mrs. Leonard Wood, teacher,
made a field trip visiting the businesses
of Murray Manufacturing Company
and Murray Machine and Tool Company.
Officers of the Beta Nu Chapter of
Alpha Sigma Alpha include Lavora
Holland of Hardin, Carolyn Vaughn and
Anne Adams of Murray,lban Barnett
of Karnak, Ill., Jane Shelby of Fulton,
Mabel Cissell of Cunningham, and
Billie Jean Thompson of Benton.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Johnny Mack Brown in "Trails End"
with Max Terhund,

Today In History
By The Associated Preis

Today is Tuesday, April 1, the 92nd
day of 1980. There are 274 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 1, 1939, the United States
recognized the Franco government in
Spain after the end of the Spanish civil
war.
On this date:
In 1789, the House of Representatives
held its first full meeting, convening in
New York City. The House had tried to
transact business one month earlier,
—
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but lacked a quorum.
In 1853, Cincinnati became the first
American city to pay salaries to
firemen rather then rely on volunteers.
In 1948, the Soviet Union began to interfere with traffic between Berlin and
West Germany. The interference eventually led to the Berlin Airlift.
In 1974, after conducting intensive
searches with Mariner 10 cameras,
scientists concluded that the planet
Mercury does not have a moon.
Ten years ago: Gunfire broke out in
Belfast, Northern Ireland for the first
time in six months as British troops
tried to clear rival Catholic and Protestant mobsfrom the streets.
Five years ago: South Vietnam's
third-largest city, Qui Nhon, was abandoned by government troops amid indications that the North Vietnamese
were pouring through most of the nation without having to do much fighting.
One year ago: President Carter went
to Three Mile Island to get an on-site
briefing and make a personal inspection of the crippled nuclear power
plant.
Today's birthdays: Actress Debbie
Reynolds is 48. Writer Willaim Manchester is 58. Actor George Grizzard is
52. Actress Jane Powell is 51.
Thought for today: For every rsinutai
you are angry, you loose 60 seconds ot
happiness. — Ralph Waldo gmersoil
1803-18821
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G.E. FLASH BAR II

SAV-rite DRUGS

63.64 VALVE
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Remodeling the Bathroom
lbilltBARA MUNI

lt! NewsINMEIIIII
Aemilkwi to _• .rennetstOlisit.thalribratot
sowed tint Moly reset ha
bum siar the kitchen,
- -be remodeled.
But, bathrooms do nut garner
the same public attention as
kitchens Consequently, a consumer about to redo a bathroom may be ill-informed
As one designer puts it
Anwrican.s are still puritarucal about their bathrooms. Anyone who lavishes too much decorating attention on the bathroom is likely to be regarded
as a bit of an oddball"
Nevertheless. continues Florence Perchuk, a kitchen and
bath specialty. designer in New
York "bathrooms are at the
stage kitchens were at 10 years
ago '' They are just beginning
to interest consumers in a major way
Specialists credit leisure-time
activities for the change in attitude As more Americans enjoy
the benefits of exercise at
health clubs, they also gain experience with whirlpool baths,
steam rooms, saunas and physical-fitness equipment
The major manufacturers
who were at first slow to capitalize on consumer interest in
home versions of health-club
bath fixtures are beginning to
catch on to the demand, They
are introducing a much wider
variety of products than used to
be the case.
-Kohler, American Standard
and Eljer, the three largest
American manufacturers, all
have whirlpool baths in their
lines." said Jonas Weiner. a
New York area plumbing
wholesaler Kohler's newest
product, for example, is a tub
which measures 7 by 9 feet :Lod
is 3 feet deep. Kohler's answer
to the hot tub, it combines aeration oral recirculation and
can accommodate up to six
persons at a time, said Weiner.
The tub sells for about $3,600.
All new
equipment incorporates new federal standards for water savings, But design trends are all over the lot,
from reproductions of old fashioned, pull-chain toilets to
streamlined new designs, he
added.
Accessories also are on the
rise with a large number of
new vanities, medicine cabinets, lighting fixtures, hardware and wall coverings on display in bath-accessories outlets,
home centers and plumbingsupply outlets.
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PillOnbillig IMPIT dlowroams
that MO epee to CORNIners
ONO hail is Bost Plumbing in
Westchester Ottotty,i New York
Weiner, a principal of the firm
noted that consianers visiting
the showroom have several options when it comes to installing a new bathroom or upgrading an existing one A
growing number plan to do it
theneeelves Others use the
showroom brow sing experience
to gather ideas before dealing
with a plumbusg or remodeling
cvntractor
An ideal arrangement, said
Weiner, is to gather ideas in
the showroom and then have
the work done by a kitchen and
bath specialist
As such a specialty designer,
Florence Perchult naturally favors this procedure "It may
add to the cost in some cases,
but it also adds to the choices
You get more for your money
by working with a creative designer and, over the long
range, the cost may well come
out about the same," she said
Since the degree of design
competence in the relatively
new field of bathroom design
vanes widely, a consumer
should be especially careful

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
Amana Ice-N-Water
Amami SIde-by Side

EnergyCanBeLostThrough
Conduction And Radiation
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A FEATURE OF THIS COLONIAL STYLE ranch house is
a long, sweeping exterior. An angled garage, recessed porch
and generous roof overhangs create the impression of a
larger home. Inside, the family room features a fireplace,
cathedral ceiling and sliding glass doors to the rear porch.
-Plan HAI 145A has 1.366 square feet. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope— to
archiaect Jerold L. Axelrod. 275 Broad Hollow Road,
Melville, N.Y. 11746.
Maybe as time to see the new
-and very reliable—A B Dock
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the 'most
wanted" features of mactunes
costing Sey more—including
,..,thteetSatility to make tr
copes copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and labels

1

to 75 pounds each
These latest design changes
greatly expand the selection
of energy saving models in
Amana's full line of
refrigerator-freezers All of
Amana's top and bottom
mount models and five of
these deluxe units — SDI-25E,
-22E,SR-25E, -22E and -19E —
meet the State of California
standards for conserving
energy.
'Detailed Specifications
Assure A Better Result
A reputable home improsement business man
does not give you a sketchy
proposal on the back of an
ens elope.

They help you establish a
comprehensive set of material and labor specifications:
costs,and offer you detailed
assistance covering every
aspect of your home improvement plans.

Furthermore,they guarantee materials and services
under warranties offered by
the suppliers of the materials
and products.
They assist with sketches
or plans that are necessary
to define the scope of the
project and recommend materials that will do the job
better and perform better.
All of this is to assure you

of getting the result and satisfaction you want

'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Et
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
.ALL r,PES OF WOODWORKING

heat include asbestos and in- and radiates away from windows. In summer when the
sulation materials in wood.
.NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
Glass is an excellent con- cooling seasons are long,
•CABINFT HARDWARE
ductor of heat. Heat passes radiation is really costly.
Also
Next time, I will look at
through glass at a very high
•CUS TOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR 01
rate of speed. Home heat goes these problems more closely
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
straight through a simple and offer suggestions to com1212 Main, Murray, Ky., 753-5940
bat them.
sheet of glass.
Three times as much heat is
lost through glass in windows
OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6
as through leakage around
frames and sashes. Another
way to look at it is that one
square foot of glass conducts
at least 10 times as much heat
as one square foot of wall.
Glass has a thermal
resistance factor(R-factor) of
.88. The average wellinsulated wall has an R-factor
of 13 or better.
Another loss of heat is radiation. Radiation allows a perChoose from hundreds of books all at
son to feel cold through a window even though he is not
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!
touching the window. What occurs in this incident is a person's body is radiating heat to
the window. This takes heat
from the body to the window.
The same thing happens to
the window. The glass stores
teat as it is conducted through
the dome has withstood the est
and radiates it to the outside
of harsh weather and the matePub. Sug. List 1 1.95
or other attempting to warm
rials have proven their durabilOur Reg. 8.96
the cold side. This especially
ity. The structure has served as
the prototype of greenhouse
can be noticed in the summer
domes in Washington and New
as the sunshine strikes the
York.
TV talk show host Phil
glass, healing it and radiating
The director of the research
Donahue's remarkable
into the cool inside area. When
team, John Fontanetta, and the
autobiography. Hardcover.
the summer cooling season is
assistant public-relations threetor of Fordham, Al Heller, have. extremely long, radiation by
far is the biggest window procome up with a book that tells,
in much detail, how to con./ blem.
struct this kind of greenhouse,'
Infiltration, conduction and
in this case one that is 114 feet
radiation are stealing energy
high and 23 feet in diameter.
through
out the year. In
They say that no special
,
skills or tools are required and
winter, heated air leaks out,
that, with the help of a few
passes through single glass

By ROY HARMON
I will continue the discussion on energy losses by
discussing loss by conduction
and by radiation.
In its simplest form,conduction is the direct transmission
of heat through a material. In
this case through the panes of
glass in windows, heat travels
only in one direction, from
warm to cold.
The amount of heat conducted depends upon the difference in temperature
between the two areas. Heat
travels
to
equalize
temperatures inside and outside, or from warm to cold.
How fast the heat travels is
even more important. This
depends entirely upon the
material the heat is conducted
through. Poor conductors of

TUE. THRU SAT.

ON THE
By ANDY
AP Newsliaturiv
Food costs being what they
are, vegetable gardens have
been getting more attention
than at any time since the Victory Gardens of World War II.
As gardens become more numerous, so do greenhouses,
which permit the growth of

vegetables and fruits at any
time of the year regardless of
location. One of the most interesting ideas in this connection
is a solar-heated greenhouse
with a geodesic dome — developed at Fordham University by
a research team with a grant
from the National Science
Foundation.
After two years of operation.

sAtowitilesiorwesesiawitlaasserewlwoollmeeweveseo

Captain D's.
•
•
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A new line of Amana deluxe
refrigerator-freezers are now
available to consumers. They
are engineered for top performance and vastly reduced
mergy consumption.
Amana's three-door Ice-'NWater TM) and Side-by-Side
models were engineered, to
achieve energy efficiency improvements as high as 20 percent on some units. These
energy-saving benefits were
the result of various design
modifications.
Amana engineers,for example, selected more energy
electrical components and a
newly designed air handling
system which features less air
system resistance. The units
also were engineered to allow
longer intervals between
defrost cycles.
At the same time, these
refrigerators
are
fully
featured, Free-0'-Frost with
two automatic cold controls
and Energy Saver Control
switches. Storage areas are
designed for holding fresh
meat at colder temperatures,
for containing out-sized
packages in the Stor Mor (R )
door, and for keeping fresh
fruits and vegetables over
long periods of time. Also, adjustable tempered glass
shelves can be moved to any
height desired and will hold up

thoestna suably, added Ms
Perchuk
Sherle Wagner. a designer of
luxurious bathrooms and a
retailer of unusual bath futures, suggests that uxlinduals
remodehrig a bath get a diagram or blueprue of their bath,
locating existing plumbing fixtures and giving exact measurements m writing
-Whether you use a consultant, contractor, designer or
plumber, these measurements
will be necessary for him to
make recommendations. They
will save time and money on
the actual work," he said
If you plan to do some or all
of your own work, seek expert
adyice.on building codes and
installation requirements It
can prevent costly mistakes for
the homeowner, added Wagner
Another source for information on what's new in bathrooms is the manufacturers
themselves
-If I were a homeowner, I
would get the names and addresses of the mayor manufacturers. I would write to each
company for information on
what is new and where their
products can be seen," said
Jonas Weiner.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912
HAYFIELD

Deluxe Refrigerators
Available To Customers

rilikcbee=digiaidneprrott:
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See your copier
serviceman
often?

Call us today

New Line Of Amana

Tuesday Wednesday

•

•
•
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•12 delicious
golden brown oysters
• frersch fries
•cole slaw
•2golden brown hush puppies
•our own tangy cocktail sauce
Murray 14 Paducah

Luncheon Special
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10:45 A.M.-4 P.M.
2FISH FILLETS 2HUSH MIMESSir

FRIES SMALL SOFT DRINK

'Donahue' Book

friends and several hours of organized effort, the structure
can be built for less than WO,
In "Building and Using a Solar-Heated Greenhouse" (Garden Way Publishing, Charlotte,
Vt, I, they further state that the
dome can be adapted to serve
as an auxiliary source of home
heat and hot-water pre-heating.
Is all this possible' Not having undertaken to build such a
greenhouse, I really can't say.
With materials constantly increasing in price, that $500 figure may be higher by the time
you read this. But a geodesic
dome has many surfaces and
receives sunlight for longer periods of time than conventional
greenhouses. And, because the
dome is insulated, both below
and above ground, and because
its north-facing walls are lined
with water drums, it retains
the earth's and the sun's heat
effectively.

Fontanetta and Heller are not
unrealistic. They say you
should think twice, "then think
again," about a dome site, because the location of the greenhouse will largely determine its
effectiveness as a food producer and the amount of time and
effortneeded to build and operate it properly.
They think the greenhouse
should be located as near as
possible to your house, that
yeas with poor drainage and
steep slopes should be avoided,
that places with wind barriers
on the dome's upwind side are .
preferable, and that the site
should have maximum exposure to the rays of the sun,
Ideally one with a totally
unobstructed
southern
exposure

Increase Air
Conditioning
With Awnings
The trend df increasing cost
for energy makes every practical home improvement that
saves energy, a project that
desires the attention of home
owners. This is particular!'
true of easy do-it-yoursel,
complete packageprojects.
The direct rays of the hot
summer sun coming into a
room through unprotected
windows can place an appreciable additional load on
any air conditioning system.
Do-it-yourself heavy gauge
aluminum awnings solve these
direct sun ray problems and
by shielding the air conditioning unit the cool air circu-.
laird into the room is produced at a lower energy load
level.

The baked on white enamel finish goes with any color
scheme and they are ideal
for residences, summer cottages. mobile homes. The
awnings have an adjustable
pitch and at'e an attractive
sun or rain screen, or shutter for privacy and protection against wind storms.

For additional information.
write Artcraft Industries,
3500 Walnut Street, McKeesport, PA 15132.

Save Now!
Our Reg. 2.96

'Home Medical Guide
Giant-size book filled with
easy-to-understand medical information. Save!

HOW TO

DRAW
WILD BIROS
Each
Our Reg 3 77

'How to Draw
A series with step-by-step
'Trace It' guide sheets
Faces, hands. dogs, cats
dragons. gnomes, aliens,
and others Save at Km

SAVE 25%* EVERYDAY ON HARD
COVER HEST SELLERS *Olf List Price
700 U S tilIN
MURRAY KY

NINE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Your Source For 24-hour-per Day
Local and National News
And Information In Murray
100 Most
Active
Stocks

want

On Murray Cablevision

Show
Business

Continuous
Murray Area
Weather Report

AP
Instant
News

Religion
In The
News

TV
Tonight

Consumer
Today

24
Hours
Per Day

Market,
Business,
Commodity

Weekly
1Liiness
Review

Birthdays,
Anniversaries,
& Happy Ads

Murray
Area
News

Disc
Jockey
Record Picks
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ING
PC

1VE YOUR 01
NO THEM OUT

940

SAT.

Dow Jones
Hourly
Reports

Constant
Time And
Local Temp.

National
and
World News

Ads From
Murray
Merchants

Local
Weather
Conditions

a
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96

Classified
Ads From
Murray Area

Today
In
History

Why Advertise On
Murray Cable-News?
* Because ,K's the newest, most unique, and original
supplement I advertising media in operation today.

look

st Phil
irkable
dcover

WHAT IS CABLE-NEWS?
IT'S A NEW and UNIQUE NEWS and
ADVERTISING SERVICE TO MURRAY
v Cable News will bring valuable advertising messages from local retail
stores. This service is exclusively for the City of Murray and is produced
in cooperation with the local cablevision company.
v- You'll find the complete time and weather information, and projected
weather reports, every minute of the day and night on coloful CableNews, Channel 13.
v. All this in addition to continously updated news, including world,
national and local events, sports, financial data, entertainment news
and features.
v• Viewers are invited to furnish items of general, non-commercial,
community interest for use on Cable Channel 13 by mailing the information to Murray Cable-News, P.O. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

IW9
by-step

sheets
1. cat
aliens,
Km

- 4

VPILABLE

* It is an economical advertising medium, reaching
more than 10,000 prospective buyers of your merchandise and services.
* Advertising messages can be changed almost instantaneously on request.
* Color backgrounds (eight available) and design of
your display ad can be made to your specifications at no
additional cost.
* Local community interest news and announcements
are provided throughout the day to assure high viewer
interest.

Ter More Information On Services
Available Through Cable-News 13
Coated Gene McCutcheon at 753-1916
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* At The Movies *
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(Reviews Of Current M.:wilts At Murray Thootr•s)
by KENT FORRESTER

This Cowboy Shoots
People In The Back
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E. TERRY SHORTS
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Get ready for warmer weather by sprucing
assortment of soft
wardrobe
with
up your
terry fashions in an array of styles and colors. Sizes 10 to 18.
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Beautiful Spring
dresses and skirts
sets in an assortment of colors and
styles. Junior sizes
3 to 13, Missy sizes
10 to 18.
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Sporty knit shirt for that casual look;
with short sleeves and triple piping on
neck and sleeves. Light Blue, Yellow
and Sand. Sizes Small to X-Large.
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Srnartly fashioned
Jeans made of
100% cotton with 2
front scoop pockets and 2 back
•
patch pockets.

"If you keep your mouth
shut, you will never put your
foot in it." - Austin O'Malley.

',11.10"

Tri-color stripes and applique on chest accent
this 100% nylon/polyester tank top; compiemented by matching
shorts
rts with contrasting
color trim. Girls 4 to 8X.
NO RAINCHECKS

R
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GRACEFUL SANDAL
Fashionable strap0 py vinyl upper with
0
adjustable
strap.
REG.
12.99
Sizes to 10.

12

0

REG. 15.99
Easy wearing slip-on for men. Comfortable
cushioned Insole and nylon tricot lining. Sizes
7 to 12.
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Terry top with
knitted crew
neck, short
sleeves, trim
and printed
sayings on
front. Matching
terry shorts
with elastic
waist. Sizes 2
4
.
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Pretty tank top
with contrasting
colored neck and
arms, decorstive
\ screen prints.
',„ 100% cotton.
' White, Mint, Pink
and Yellow; in
sizes 4 to 6X.
NO RAINCHECKS

TEENS & LADIES

TEENS & LADIES

FASHION SANDAL

CASUAL
x

00
REG.
13.It9

Easy walking
with skillfully
polyurethane
scooped out
wood bottom.
10.

sandals
twisted
uppers;
polished
Sizes to

00
REG.
12.99

Stylish braided and
strappy canvas uppers
come together In an at.
tractive love knot. Sizes
to 10.
r

r

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
---- 1-6 Sunday

MA'

Notre Dame Prof
To Present Gentics
Lecture At MSU
Dr. Harvey Bender, a professor of biology at Notre
Dame University, South Bend,
Ind., will be on the Murray
State University campus
Thursday, April 3, to present a
lecture on genetics.
The lecture, entitled
"Genetics, Evolution and
Society: Rights and Responsibilities," is being sponsored
by the Sigma Xi Club at Murray State and is scheduled for
7:30 p.m, in the auditorium of
Mason Hall, the nursing
building, at the corner of
North 14th and Payne Streets.
There is no charge and the
public is invited to attend.
Sigma Xi is the campus
chapter of the Scientific
Research Society, an international honorary organization
dedicated to the encouragement of pure and applied
research. Chartered in July,
1978, its officers include:
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, an
associate professor of
chemistry, president; Dr.
Charles Chaney,a professor of
agriculture and acting chairman of the Department of
Agriculture, vice-president;
and Dr. Alta Presson, a professor of economics,
secretary-treasurer.
The author of more than 50
publications in the areas of
genetics, fetal research and
medical ethics, Bender ham
held appointments as a
visiting professor of human
genetics at Yale University
and as chairman of the
Human Genetics Committee
at the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare.
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strong and silent hero, and
even Slim Pickens who still,
after all these years, has the
best cowboy accent in the
movies). But the conclusion to
this familiar plot is a surprise.
I won't spoil your fun by giving it away.
Rated R. Tom Horn is a
tame R. Although there la
some blood, most of the
violence consists of men getting shot off their horses.
When the movie has the opportunity to be graphically
violent (Horn beats a man
with his rifle once), the
camera delicately turns away.
There are a few four-letter
words.
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MENS
CANVAS
JEANS

..

500

MENS TERRY
587
KNIT SHIRT
Comfortable terry knit shirts
with V-neckline; to pair up with
slacks or jeans. Sizes Small to
X-Large. Assorted colors.

e,
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,
cotComfortable
ton/polyester shorts
with patch pocket and
piping trim on legs and
pocket.

Casual T-shirts made
of 100% cotton with
crew or V-neck, raglan
sleeves .and front
stripes. Assorted col-
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and
cool
Feel
comfortable In this
cotton/polyester
jersey flit, with
4.
--printed stripes, turn,
back cuffs and 3 but/
ton pocket.
'--------'• -----'''
NO RAINCHECKS
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MENS KNIT

Cowboy pictures are as rare
nowadays as pictures about
fox-hunters, pirates, or little
girls who tap-dance. So it was
nice to be able to see Steve McQueen ( who is getting pretty
rare himself I in an oldfashioned Western called Tom
Horn.
But Tom Horn Is an oldfashioned cowboy movie with
a few differences. Let me explain.
The villians, it is true, are at
least as nasty and cowardly as
those in the Westerns of years
past. But 'they are the first
villians I've ever seen who like
music. Mien Tom Horn first
comes upon them, they're in
the middle of a hoe-down. Two
are sawing away on fiddles
and one is twanging on a
Jew's-harp.
Tom Horn is almost as innocent as those old Westerns too.
When the movie has the opportunity to be "frank" and
"contemporary" by showing a
purty schoolteacher lolling
naked in a hot tub, it instead
shows her lolling in the tub
wearing a chemise. Now that
I think of it, what's she doing
taking a bath in a chemise?)
The only difference between
the relationship of Toni Horn
and his school-teacher and the
relationship of Hoot Gibson
and his schoolteacher is that
Tom Horn kisses his with his
mouth open.
Every now and then Horn is
an old-fashioned cowboy with
a vengeance. He loves his
horse,for instance, even more
than the equine love that Tom
Mix and Roy Rogers had for
their trusty steeds. When
Horn's horse is shot by a
desperado, Horn is so angry
that he not only shoots the
horse killer to death, but he
shoots the man's corpse three
times at pointblank range.
Then for good measure he
burns down the man's house.
Obviously, Tom Horn is a
Western hero with a difference. In a shootout in the
middle of town, Horn shoots
down his man, as we expect.
But then he does the unexpected. He walks up to the
wounded man, who is lying in
the mud moaning, and kills
him by shooting him in the
back.
But most of the plot and
characters are at their oldfashioned, mythic best. Horn
is in town to clean up a cattlerustling problem. There are
shootouts in the streets, dirty
villians, a corrupt sheriff, a
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GETTING HER GOAT — Murray State University
rodeo contender Donna Diehl, Fulton, quickly grounds and ties a goat fullfilling the requirements of the
goat tying event as she races against the clock. Miss
Diehl, along with 25 other Murray State rodeo team
members, were in action at a home rodeo last
weekend.

LARGE
EASTER
BASKETS

Diehl Combines Drive,
Ability For Success On
MSU Rodeo Team
Some people seem to succeed because they are destined to. But for Murray State
University rodeo contender
Donna Diehl of Fulton, it takes
two attributes - drive and
ability.
"Some people have the ability and lack the drive. Others
have the drive but never
achieve the ability. Either
way you have to want to succeed," Miss Diehl said.
Rodeo is not a new lifestyle
for Miss Diehl, a senior health
education major. She began
rodeo competition in Arkansas
while attending high school
and was a four-year national
high school rodeo contender
and finished with a very impressive record.
She enrolled in the University of Central Arkansas, Conway, where she competed in
Intercollegiate rodeo for two
years before transferring to
Murray State in 1978.
The Murray State women's
rodeo team finished second in
the Ozark Region in 1978-79. It
attended the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Finals,
where Miss Diehl competed in
the barrel racing, goat tying,
and breakaway roping events.
The Murray State women
are currently leading the
Ozark region for the 1979-80
season. They have high hopes
of making an impressive performance at the National
Finals this year.
''The spring semester is
when the competition really
cranks up," Miss Diehl said.
"We have six more rodeos,
counting Murray State's this
weekend,in which to compete,
before the close of the
season."
Points from the five best
rodeos of the season will be
counted toward the final standings of the colleges and individual competitors.
"I'm satisified at Murray
State," Miss Diehl said. "The
teams - both men and women have grown tremendously."
She attributes the growth to
successful recruitment, with
the Murray State facilities
heading the list of drawing
factors. With the advantage of
the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
Murray State can offer
students an opportunity tc
practice throughout the year,
regardless of weather conditions.
The rodeo profession is certainly not all fame and glory.
"There are days when it is
raining, I'm tired, and my
horse won't work for me, that
I ask myself why I even
bother. But that does not happen often and never lasts. I
just would not know what to do
with myself without rodeos,"
Miss Diehl admitted.
Another detriment to the industry is the high cost of participation. When considering
the cost of a horse, the trailer,
entry fees, and travel costs,
the expenses can be exorbitant.
"In my opinion, rodeo is the
most expensive intercollegiate sport to the indhrldual participant," Miss
Diehl said.
Still another growing disadvantage to rodeo competition
Is Inflation. The rising cost of
gasoline has put a burden on
participants and
many
eliminated many people from
participation because ue,
Mad 'not afford to absorb
travel costs.
However, the attributes of

Y AVAILABLE

rodeo far outweigh the bad for
Miss Diehl. She considers her
image of herself as the single
most important.
"I've learned to work hard
toward my goals, and to appreciate what success I have
gained," Miss Diehl said. ''I
can live with myself because
instead of buying success I
have worked for it and have
made good use of what I
have."
Miss Diehl's relationship
with her parents is something
that is also very important to
her. In the beginning of her
rode0 career they thought it
was just a phase she was going
through, and that she would
get over it. But when it continued, they encouraged her
because they knew it was
something she enjoyed. At the
same time they did not cross
that fine line between encouragement and pushing.
"My parents have given me
more than anyone could.
Although they do not finance
my interest, they would never
let me stay home from a rodeo
if money was the only object,"
Miss Diehl said. "Just the
same, I do not take advantage
of them."
As far as secrets to her success, Miss Diehl thinks it is
helpful to ride as many horses
as possible rather than
become attached to just one
mount.
"I like to see a person who
can get on different horses and
make each work the same.
This ability shows who the
real horsemen are," she said.
"You just never know what
could happen to your horse."
This theory becomes apparent in Miss Diehl's performances. Besides herself, two
other Murray State University
team members ride her two
Quarter Horses in competition.
Following her graduation in
May, 1981, Miss Diehl plans to
teach in one of the health
fields or in biology and to pursue a career as a professional
rodeo contender.
Although she's not sure of
the order of her plans, she is
certain that "rodeo is
something that will always be
a part of me or me a part of
it."
GOLF
On April 2 through 5, the
Murray State University Golf
team will be in Huntington, W.
Va., competing in the Marshall
University Intercollegiate Tournament.
OVC BASEBALL
The Murray State University baseball team will play
Austin Peay April 3 in an OVC
baseball doubleheader beginning at 1 p.m. on Reagan Field
at Murray State.
FESTIVAL
On April 3, a foreign
languages competition involving students from high schools
in the area will be held all day
in the Student Center at Murray State University.
SCIENCE FAIR
The annual Murray State
University Mathematics and
Science Fair for elementary,
junior high, and high school
students in the region will be
held April 5, beginning at 8
a.m. tot p.m. in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center at Murray State.
Awards in 36 different
categories will be given. and
the public Is invited to view
the exhibits after 12 noon.
There is no charge.

EASTER
BASKETS
WITH CANDY
AND TOYS

WITH STUFFED
ANIMALS

6HAMILTON
BEACH 'SCOVC

00

Reg. $10.98
Sale

LITTLE MISS
OR ATC 90 RIDER

POPCORN POPPER

1 366

8

88

REG. 15.68

Electric corn popper from Hamilton Beach, with
automatic buttering feature. Polished aluminum
finish. Model 507.

REG.
10.97

Sturdy and steady
3-wheeled riding toys for
your little girl or boy.
Features
steerable
handlebars and durable
plastic body.

EASTER
BASKETS
PLAIN

Reg. 4.88 $300J
Sale

EASTER
GRASS
Reg. 3T

Reg. Up To 73'

Sale 2/88 Sale 4/$1
GENERAL ELECTRIC

6" EASTER LILY

CAN OPENER

99
REG.
11.66

This deluxe can opener has
"hands free" operation,
removable cutting assembly
for easy cleaning and handy
cord storage. Model EC32.

433

REG.
9.88

2/$ 1 SO

Reg. 97

Reg. Up To $1.37

NO RAINCHECKS

IRONING
BOARD
777

ROLL-O-MATIC MOP

788

Beautiful 6" lilies to
decorate any spot in your
home. Four to five blooms.

16 OZ. BIRD EGGS
MARSHMALLOW HEN
EGGS 13 OZ.

10 CHOCOLATE COVERED
MARSHMALLOW EGGS
7 OZ. SOLID CHOCOLATE
MINI KINS

This amazing new mop
makes mopping floors
easier; without a lot of
stooping and bending...

5" x 7" OR 8" x 10"

PHOTO FRAMES

1 97
PAD COVER
Replace that worn out ironing board with a
new one at fantastic savings.

277

Put that favorite picture
in an attractive frame.
Oval or rectangle.

le 88'

4-PACK HI-DRI°

BATH TISSUE

73*

NO
RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECKS

TANNERY

20 lb. Bag

LEATHER &
VINYL

CHARCOAL
Reg. $2.37

CLEANER

$1 88
MARK V GRILL
Sale

16-0Z. TURTLE WAX

88

CAR WAX KIT

44

REG. 2.64

Keeps all colors of
leathers and vinyl like
new longer. Great for car
interiors.

Easy to use car wax for a shine that
lasts,

REDWOOD
PICNIC
'' TABLE

Reg $4 76

Reg. $39.97
'799

$3000

Sole

Sole

16-0Z.
ROUX®
FANCI-FUL®

RINSE
4.6-0Z.
AQUA-FRESH®

TOOTHPASTE

78*
9-9 Non.-Sat.
14 &Way

KLEENEX'
MENNEN®

STICK DEODORANT
2.5-OUNCES

100

Don't get held up waiting
to get dressed. Get the
stick! 50-cents refund
from Mennen See details
In store
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Limit Rights Roserved
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Coaches See More Depth As Spring Drills Begin
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Spruig football practice at
Murray State began yesterday, and the contest is on for
the starting positions on next
year's NCAA Division II
championship contending
team.
After the practice, Murray
coach Mike Gottfried explained that the first day was used
mainly for organizing the
groups, for practicing some of
the fundamentals and for getting the terminology out of the
ay
But underneath that outlining of the basics, the Murray
coaches are looking to find out
who will have the extra step or
who will want a starting spot a
little4 more than his closest
corn
tor.

-We are trying to be more
demanding," Gottfried said.
-We feel like we are going 60
miles an hour; we're trying to
go 80.
"The main thing we want to
find out is who will play for us
next fall. We want to develop
the closeness on the team even
more.
•'We want to maintain our
discipline and take more
pride. We are also looking for
new leaders to surface. We are
still a young club in the spring.
"The big thing in spring
football is who can play and
win. We don't condition as
much in the spring. We feel we
are coming off a good conditioning program all winter.
"We will stress the running
area and continue to hit the
weights hard.

"Our primary concern will
be to maintain our strength on
defense. We are trying to get
to be more aggressive offensively.
"The defense should have
an excellent team, returning
all 22 people.
"It's going to be a very competitive spring, the most competitive I have been around.
That's a big asset — it means
playing a lot of people."
Gottfried also said that the
slight delay in starting spring
practice did not affect the
team at all.
"All the assistant coaches
did a great job; they kept the
program going," Gottfried
said. "We are fortunate to
have such a staff.
"If we had a weakness, it
could have been exploited dur-

mg that time.
-I always have a cautious
optimism. It's all determined
right here In the spring.
"We are going to do a lot of
hitting. We need to get used to
hitting."
After Gottfried spelled out
some of the directions of the
spring practices, defensive
coordinator Frank Beamer
and offensive coordinator
John coordinator John Behling talked about how their
respective units will be competing against each other.
"It was a real slow teaching
day," Beamer said. "At
points, we were having to slow
them down. We want to get
them to step 1 before step 2.
"There is going to be some
competition, which is going to
make the defensive team bet-

ter We want to be in a position offense, also.
where the second team is play"We want to =prove our
ing as good as the first team.
aggressiveness," he said "If I
"If we have a strong second overcoached last year, it was
team,the injuries won't kill us at the quarterback position.
as much. We will have more
"We had a passing type ofdepth than last year. It's kinda fensive line. We want to be
like
Bear
Bryant's more aggressive coming off
philosophy: get a bunch of the ball this year.
guys and play them all. We
"We feel we may have a
are hoping to get as many peo- quarterback on the option in
ple ready to play as possible.
Gino Gibbs. We are going to
"Our linebacker situation is put a little more emphasis on
probably
going
change the option.
around. The kids coming in
"We are going to put our
are going to make a dif- left-handed kids on the right
ference. It's an interesting
side of the line and the rightposition to see what develops.
handed ones on the left. That
"It's one position we are should help our blocking in
very conscious of. We want the
getting the inside position. We
linebackers to very solid."
are going to work on our
Belding talked at length
stunts.
about his optimism for more
"Coach Beamer is an examaggressiveness and depth on ple of an innovative coach. He

Holmes, Leonard Hold Titles, Tate Falls

The Knockouts Were A Smash Hit
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. AP) —
The heavyweight championship picture developed on this
April Fool's Day as: Larry
Holmes, Mike Weaver and
Muhammad Ali, with a touch
of Scott LeDoux.
When the action ended at
Caesars Palace here and at
the Univerity of Tennessee in
Knoxville, Holmes still was
the World Boxing Council
champion, Mike Weaver was
the new World Boxing
Association champion and All
was making large noises
about coming out of retirement to try to become a fourtime champion.
Holmes looked every bit the
12-1 favorite he was by battering 6-foot-5, 254'
,
2-pound Leroy
Jones into submission in the
eighth round here. Weaver
spent most of the fight at
Knoxville looking like a loser
headed for oblivion when he
knocked out previously
unbeaten John Tate at 2:15 of
the 15th round with a
thunderous left hook. It was
.the only chance Weaver had
for victory.
It was the kind of punch a
fighter dreams of landing.
"I felt the weight of that
punch all the way down to his
toes," said Weaver. "I knew
he wasn't going to get up."

Weaver, who had Tate in
trouble in the 12th round but
still was too far behind after 14
to win a decision, crashed the
hook against the jaw of Tate.
As a partisan crowd in
Tate's home town was stunned
into disbelief, Big John stiffened and pitched forward as
Weaver threw a meanlingless,
chopping right. Tate landed
face down and never moved as
he was counted out.
Weaver was too high on his
suddenly-found glory to talk
about his future, one that includes possible fights with All
and-or Holmes.
Tate wasn't talking. He was
removed to a hospital for
observation.
But Holmes was talking
after his sixth knockout in
seven title defenses. The great
Joe Louis holds the record of
seven consecutive knockouts
in heavyweight title defenses.
"I don't need Ali," said the
30-year-old, unbeaten WBC
champion. "Ali needs me. Ali
ducked me for years.
"If I fight him, I don't want
to be criticized for beating up
an old man. It's not my fault if
he wants to comeback."
If the 39-year-old Ali does
come back, he could well find
a fight against Holmes more
economically and artistically
satisfying — if he should win
— than a bout with Weaver.

Don King, who has promoted all of Holmes' title
fights, said he has the money
needed to stage a Holmes-Ali
fight. But King also said
LeDoux is No. 1 in line as
Holmes' next opponent. An All
agreement to fight Holmes
could change that quickly.
Meanwhile in Knoxville, Bill
Curl,a spokesman for Hyatt
Management Corp., the
operator of the New Orleans
Superdome, said, "We're still
alive. In brief discussions we
had with (promoter) Bob
Arum, he was prepared to go
to Weaver if he won and
negotiate — the same as he
would have gone to Tate. '
"It's entirely possible we're
looking at an Ali-Weaver
fight."
The two heavyweight fights
were part of a fourchampionship-bout series
televised live by ABC.
At Landover, Md., Sugar
Ray Leonard, 147, ran his
record to 27-0 by knocking out
Englishman Dave "Roy"
Green, also 147, at 2:27 of the
fourth round. A right-left hurt
Green, then a right and a
smashing left hook put Green
down for the count.
The WBC has said Leonard
now must sign by May to defend against No. 1-ranked
Roberto Duran. But Leonard
and his people are talking

about a fight with WBA champion Pipino Cuevas.
Leonard's victory was marred when his manager, Angelo
Dundee, was knocked unconscious by a fan after the
fight and reportedly suffered a
concussion.
The TV program opened at
Knoxville with Eddie Gregory
providing a hint of what was to
CO/De.

Gregory, who had failed in a
bid for the WBA light
heavyweight championship in
1977, knocked down Marvin
Johnson with a left hook to the
body and a right to the head in
the third round and then stopped him with a series of head
punches that had him helpless
in the 11th round. The time
was 2:43.
Gregory, of New York, won
for the 36th time against four
losses and a draw. It was the
fourth loss for Johnson, of Indianapolis. Two of those losses
have been in first defenses.
Johnson also was beaten by
current WBA champ Matthew
Saad Muhammad in his first
defense of that title in 1979.
Tate, 232, who had a 20-0
record, also failed in his first
title defense. He built a solid
lead over the first 11 rounds,
shaking Weaver, 2071
/
2 of Los
Angles, on several occasions
with short punches to the
head.

Baseball Team Evens Record At 7-7
With Sweep Of No. Dakota, Brown

AIL East Preview Picks Phillies Over Pirates, Expos

The Murray Civitan Club thanks
all the pancake eaters that
supported their Annual Pancake
Day March 29 and the
following contributors to the
event.

"Charles Ponder ran a 4_37
and a 4.39 in the 40 m front of
the pro scouts. He and Charles
Alexander ( with the Cincinnati Bengali( now)are the only
ones I've seen run a 4.3.
"We have definitely Unproved our speed through form
running. We have also improved our strength.
"We are going to have a
good battle at tight end. Kris
Robbins took one look at
Verney Ceasar and said
go've got to do a lot of work.'
"I am really impressed with
what I have seen in the winter.
What a battle at linebacker.
Shedrick (Blackmun) looks a
real pro prospect.
"We are trying to get twodeep at every position, have
one right behind our allconference players."

Murray State Sports

Then Weaver hurt Tate badly with left hooks on three occasions in the 12. But still it
The Murray baseball team
looked as if Tate would make
continued its surge yesterday,
it through to a successful
defeating North Dakota 9-1
defense. Then the anvil in the
and Brown 21-1 in two games
form of that smashing hook
at home.
fell...and so did Big John.
In the first game, Doran
It was a sensational triumph
Perdue set a new school
for Weaver, who went into the
fight with a 20-9 record. He record with five stolen bases.
Brad Taylor struckout
had been outpointed by Jones Pitcher
- - —
in 12 rounds in 1978 and had No. Dakota
0010000-144
been stopped in the 12th round
Murray State
1 060 1 1 —980
Frank Smith, Bob Ell= 15y and Tim
by Holmes last June 23. He
Brad Taylor and David Orem_
earned another title shot with 25 — Doran Perdue AD, Ronnie Scheer
Nick Jolliffe r ND).
two victories, one of them a 12round decision over LeDoux, Murray
AS R H RBI
and this time he grabbed the Perdue
320
Scheer
1 1 2
brass ring.
Fehr
01 2
Holmes, 6-3, 211, dominated Hopkins
1 00
Jones. He peppered him with Tucker
1 1 0
Winurwski
1 00
jabs in the early rounds, hurt Boyd
0 1 1
him with three rights and a Tlweatt
0 1 1
left hook to the head in the sixth. BucklesOil
Orem
1 00
Jones was in trouble again Totals
IS 9 7
in the seventh. He did get in a
Brown
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 — 1 34
good right to the head after Murray
2 6 4 3 0 6 1 —11 15 0
Jimmy Amaral, Larry Carbone 131
Holmes lost his temper briefly
Keith Reilly; Doug Rice, Kyle Byrd
when butted early in the and
y ity and Orem, BR — Orem (MI, John
round, but he was reeling from 'Ebner (BY 3B — Tom Fehn 1641; 2B —
a series of head shots from Scott Tucker 2 y My. Brad Taylor I M I
Holmes at the bell.
AS R H RBI
Murray
2
3 200
4 1 2
Jones came out for the Perthie
4312
eighth with both eyes puffed Scheer
Fehn
like bubbles and Holmes was
1100
Ncloldns
uckerkies
5 3 3 2
all over him. After about 20 Tu
4 2 3 5
punches— most of them to the Taylor
5
4 1 2 21
head — he had Jones helpless Boyd
Wisruewski
2 2 2 I
in his corner, the fight was Orem
4
34
421
21
stopped at 2:56 of the round.
Totals
15 19

free agency and repeat in the left field.
First in a Series
and Woodie Fry-man is a key of the plate) and Ken Reitz
By HER,SCHELNISSENSON
National League East.
The pitching staff will get a man in the bullpen along with around the infield; newcomer
Dave Parker is a superstar boost if Rick Rhoden and DOn Elias Sosa, will be 40
AP Sports Writer
years old Bobby Bonds joining Tony
Scott and George Hendrick in
Chuck Tanner, manager of in right field and so is won- Robinson can bounce back next week.
drous
Willie
Stargell,
from
the
shoulder
surgery
to
join
the world champion Pitt"Going through the race we an outfield that has no room
miracle
man
of
1979,
at
first
starters
John
Candelaria,
sburgh Pirates, knows that
went through last year has to for minor league sensation
Leon Durham. Bonds replaces
"other clubs are going to be base. But the Pirates call him Bert Blyleven and Jim Bibby, make us
that much stronger,"
"Pops"
because
he
is
39
years
backed
by
a
strong
bullpen of
retired stolen base king Lou
gunning for us," but insists his
says Manager Dick Williams.
old,
not
for
the
home
runs
he
Kent
Tekulve,
Grant Jackson
Brock in left.
Beat'em-Bucs
Fam-a-lee
After three consecutive divipops.
and Enrique Romo.
"will rise to the challenge."
The pitching staff„however,
sion
titles,
the
Philadelphia
Elsewhere, the faces are
The Pirates know all about
is a series of question marks
"Some may think that just Phillies were ravaged
by
inchallenges. They stormed familiar. Ed Ott and Steve because we won it all in 1979
behind starters Bob Forsch,
juries in 1979 and slipped to
from a 3-1 World Series deficit Nicosia will share the cat- we'll rest on our laurels," TanPete Vuckovich, Silvio Marfourth
place.
cost
low-key
It
to win three games in a row ching, Second baseman Phil ner says. "Anybody who
tinez and John Fulgham (all
Manager Danny Ozark his job
and capture the world cham- Garner and shortstop Tim Foil thinks that doesn't know me —
righthanded, none a household
late
in
the
season
and
tough
pionship last year Still, they form a solid double play com- and, more importantly,
name) and reliever Mark Litguy Dallas Green took over.
bination, and third baseman doesn't
only finished two games in
tell.
know
my
If
healthy,
Green's starting
front of the Montreal Expos Bill Madlock and center ballplayers."
The Chicago Cubs have a
eight can play with any team
and a standpat lineup may not fielder Omar Moreno are
new manager in Preston
Montreal, which had the in the
league, but they started
be enough to withstand the outstanding. John Milner and third-best record in baseball
Gomez but most of last year's
as a unit only 74 times in 1979.
loss of pitcher Bruce Kison to Bill Robinson again will split last year, lost first baseman
same players who won only
Bob Boone is a talented catnine games in September and
Tony Perez and pitcher Rudy
cher. The infield boasts strong
skidded to fifth place. The big
May to free agency and traded
bats — Pete Rose (1B) and
names are major league home
pitcher Dan Schatzeder to
Mike Schmidt (3B) — and
run champ Dave Kingman
Detroit for outfielder Ron
good gloves — Manny Trillo
(48) in left field and Cy Young
LeF-lore. LeFlore will take
(2B) and Larry Bowe (SS).
Award winner Bruce Sutter
over in left field, and Warren
The outfield of Greg Luzinski, (
37 saves)in the bullpen.
Cromartie apparently will
Garry Maddox — who may be
Bill Buckner, newcomer
take over first base, since
traded— and Bake McBride is
Mike Tyson,Ivan DeJesus and
veteran Rusty Staub waS tradbacked by a capable bench,inSteve Ontiveros form a
ed to the American League
cluding heralded young Loncapable infield but Jerry MarTexas Rangers Monday.
nie Smith. Luzinski has Shed
tin is an unhappy (money)
The rest of the Expos' slick more than 20 pounds in an efcenter fielder and catcher
outfield remains the same — fort to erase memories of last
Barry Foote and Rick
Andre Dawson in center, Ellis year, when he slumped to .252
Reuschel, the top starting pitValentine in right. Rodney and 18 homers.
cher, have been ailing.
Otasco
Scott (2B), Chris Speier (SS)
Boone Laundry
Steve Carlton and Nino
The new owners of the New
arid Larry Parrish (3B), on Espinosa were the only starFlav-O-Rich Milk
Pro-Am Ports Stop
York Mets shelled out 821.1 for
the verge of stardom after a ting pitchers who escaped the
a club that has finished last
Murray Auto Parts
Owen Food Market
30-homer campaign,round out injury siege, but Espinosa
three years in a row. Then
the infield, while Gary Carter came up with a sore shoulder
Murray
Branch
Sears'Murray
they spent hundreds of
is one of the best receivers in this spring. Green is counting
Hopkinsville Fedethousands to sign pitcher
the game. LeFlore. Scott and on healthy comebacks by
Co.
Egg.
Lynn Grove
Dawson provide exceptional starters Larry Christenson, Craig Swan (40-45 for his
ral Savings and
speed at the top of the batting Dick Ruthven and Randy Ler- career) and outfielder Joel
Parker's Grocery
Loan
Youngblood, who never has
order.
ch. The bullpen, once rich in
Bialock-Colemon Fuhad a regular job.
However, there seems to be talent, is getting along in
Ledger and Times
Despite a critical lack of
neral Home
too many question marks on years.
Winchester Printing
power (no one hit more 16
the mound — despite the
The St. Louis Cardinals also
homers), first baseman Lee
Services
league's best overall earned have a star-studded lineup —
Gibson Ham Co.
Mazzilli (last year's center
run average — where Steve Ted Simmons behind the
Rich-Product
Penny
Paducah Bottling Co.
Rogers was only 13-12, Ross plate; NI, batting champ and fielder) and left fielder Steve
Radio WNBS
Sammons Bakery
Grirnsley 10-9 and Scott co-MVP Keith Hernandez Henderson are good hitters
and Frank Taveras )SS) and
Sanderson 9-8. There is no
Radio WS 1E
.344), vsn Obeli-Veil, Garry
Colonial Bread
assurance that Bill Lee can Temp109n (first player ever Doug Flynn (2B) form a fine
repeat last year's 16-10 record to get 100 hits from each side double play combination. A
great deal depends on whether

can really pick your brain
apart.
"He has forced us to improve. That creates a friendly
competition — coach Gottfried
stresses that. We don't block
below the waist; we don't
want to take a chance on a
knee injury.
"We have 59 guys lifting
over 300 pounds. Strength and
quickness are more important
than physical size. We are
definitely quicker and
stronger.
"This offense is the best offense I've ever been around in
snap count discipline. That's
so important. The discipline of
the control of takeoff is a real
credit to the offense_ _
"There is definitely a real
dogfight for the backfield positions.

catcher John Stearns can hit
more than last year's .243 and
if pitcher Pat Zachry can
shake off elbow surgery.
Prediction: Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Montreal, St,
Louis, Chicago, New York,
Next: National League
West,

five batters in going the
distance to even his record at
1-1.
The Racers opened the
game up when they struck for
six runs on four hits in the
third inning to give them a 7-1
lead. The biggest hit came
when Ronnie Scheer popped a
two-run double with nobody
out.

In the second game, Doug
Rice worked five innings and
struckout six Brown hitters
without walking any. David
Orem provided the offensive
fireworks with a grand slam in
the sixth inning.
Scott Tucker was three-forfour with two doubles and five
runs batted in to aid the attack.

Tickets Available For
First Basketball Banquet
The Murray State basketball team will hold its first annual banquet at Beshear Gymnasium this Friday starting at
7 p.m.
The banquet is expected to
include a buffet dinner and a
12-minute highlight film of the
past season. Frank Morock of
Channel 6 in Paducah will host
the program.
Also included will be the
naming of the outstanding

players and the presentation
of statistical and other
achievement awards for the
players during the year.
Also, coach Ron Greene will
review the progress of the
year.
Tickets are now on sale in
the basketball office for $8 a
person. They are open to the
public, but only a limited
number are available.

REVIVAL

in Progress at The

Blood River
Baptist Church
March 31-April S
Brother Billy Turner, Evangelist
Pastor of Sinking Springs Baptist Church
Brother Leland Peeler, Music Director

- *Services 7:30 Nightly*
Pastor Brother Jerry Norsworthy
Invites the Public To Attend
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Lakers Lose Season Opener To Lone Oak,3-1
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By Gary Garth
Sports Writer
The Calloway County
Lakers opened their 1980
baseball season Monday afternoon, dropping a 3-1 decision
to visiting Lone Oak .
Calloway got off to a rocky
start when the Purple Flash
rattled the Lakers for three
runs on five hits in the opening
inning.
Laker :senior hurler Kerry
Lamb, playing his first year of
high school ball, found the
grove after the opening inning
and allowed only one Purple
Flash baserunner in the final
six innings.
Despite the season opening
loss, Calloway head coach Joe

PITCHER KERRY LAMB struckout eight batters and
allowed only one baserunner after a rocky first inning.

Stonecipher said he was pleased with his teams performance.
"I felt the kids did a termendous job with the temperature
low 50s) and the condidiuon
of the field" he said. "Lamb
did a real good job in his first
start. We stung the ball
several times and hit some
line shots right at people."
Lone Oak jumped out to its
early lead on four straight hits
with the big blow coming when
Purple Flash center Will
Hagan doubled to left center
sending two runs home.
After failing to score in the
home half of the first, the
Lakers scored their only run
in the second Inning when Bob

Fry drew a two-out walk and
scored on back-to-back singles
by Billy Berbertch and Dan
Key.
While Lone Oak contumed to
go down in order, the Lakers
mounted a serious scoring
threat 1/1 the fourth. Marty
McCtaston lead off the inning
with a single, stole a be and
went to third on a shot by Fry

The only question that remains seems to be the timing
of strike action.
"The principle subject of
conversation (today) will be a
date," Miller said. "I've
counseled the players on the
pros and cons of different
dates. I didn't make any
recommendation because
they didn't ask."
And if they do? Miller smiled.
"I'll sleep on that," he said
at first but later he amended
his position, saying, "The
players have to ask
themselves when it would
have the maximum Impact

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. I AP — A year ago, Doug
Tewell was considering quitting the pro golf tour when he
came to this resort island.
He left today as a brand new
winner, and his most serious
problems were rearranging
his playing schedule to accomodate a trip to the Masters
at Augusta, Ga., and the Toureconomically. I think that
Miller said most of the nament of Champions the
time would be near the end of negotiating time has been following week at Carlsbad,
May. If you look at April, spent dealing with the Calif.
school is still in session, demands of the owners, not
Both trips were set up with
there's bad weather, there are the players.
his sudden-death playoff vica lot of open dates, television
"I'd say 95 to 98 percent of tory — the first of his five-year
coverage is not as heavy as it the time has been spent talk- tour career — over Jerry Pate
is later on.
ing about what they want, not for the title and a $54,000 first
"But there are other fac- what we want," he said. On place check in the Heritage
Sunday, when a federal Classic.
tors. The players are angry."
mediator, summoned by
"I was considering chucking
What has angered them management, entered the it when we came here
last
most is the management de- talks, Miller said more than year," the 30-year-old
Tewell
mand for compensation in the nine hours of meetings had ac- said Monday after
Pate's
free agent clause of the basic complished nothing.
bogey from the water on No.
agreement. Players fear that
"The owner representative 15 set up Doug's winning par
would restrict the market and talks was to provoke a strike on the first playoff hole.
result in the same limited kind from the start," said Miller,
"I didn't have the nerves. I
of free agency that faces pro- -And by God,I think he's done had the swing and
the
fessional football players.
it
temperament and the talent.
But I just wasn't making any
money. I didn't have the
nerves.
_
"I'd get myself in position
and then, bang, along would
come a 79. The same thing
would play," said Landry.
vous wreck." It finally got the happened here last year. I
Staubach ended 11 years best of him at his press con- played pretty good, then shot
with the Cowboys Monday, ference that was televised live 78 in the last round.
turning his fulltime attention by three stations and broad"I just kept fighting it. And
to his family and a blossoming cast in a telephone hookup to then those putts that used to
real estate career. Also, Washington and St.'Louis.
lip out started falling in.
Staubach opened the door to
He proved his nerves are
"I wasn't going to do this,"
television.
said Staubach, dabbing at big beyond question with a minor
"There is a possibility I tears.
miracle of a bogey on the 17th
could get into television some
hole of regulation play on the
The 38-year-old Staubach,
as a sport commentator. That
rain-soaked, wind-scoured
might help with the rated the No. 1 career passer Harbour Town Golf Links.
in
National
Football
League
withdrawal pains," he said.
Tewell was leading Pate, a
"Today everything is sort of history, said he did not retire U.S. Open champion, by one
because
of
five
concussions
he
blank for me," said Staubach.
stroke when he stepped to tee
"This retirement thing is had received last year.
on the par-3 17th. He hooked it
tough. My 5-year-old son, Jeff,
.-I've never worried about into the water and was facing
doesn't even understand. He injuries and the examinations double bogey.
came up to me and said: 'Dad, I underwent showed no brain
"Everyone said, 'Well, he's
does this mean we're not going damage," said Staubach. hit it in water. He's through.
to work out anymore?"
"One doctor was concerned He's dead.' But they didn't
Staubach said deciding to that the concussions might lie consult me."
retire had made him a "ner- an accumulative thing."
He reloaded, punched a 7-

Staubach Leaves Silver Lining
in Tearfut-Retiremetitlpeech
DALLAS (AP) — Quarterback Roger Staubach left just
a tiny sliver of daylight open
in his retirement announcement Monday and Coach Tom
Landry ran to it like he was
Tony Dorsett.
Asked if he would return to
the Dallas Cowboys if
something happened to Danny
White and Glenn Carano,
Staubach said,"That would be
a real problem. I'm not
adverse to helping. It would
depend on the circumstances.
That's all speculation and I
don't want to get into that
now."
Landry said he felt
Staubach could be called in an
emergency.
"If we called him back and
the team needed him, he

Suns-Approaching Playoffs Confidently
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By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Phoenix Suns, who
barely missed the championship finals in last year's
playoffs, are approaching this
National Basketball Association postseason brimming
with confidence.
"If we play like we can, like
we have to, everything will be
fine," predicts Len "Truck"
Robinson, the Suns' power forward. "I said along time ago
we'd win 55 this year, and having to do it by taking seven of
our last 10 makes for good
momentum."
,
The Suns reached Robinson's goal of 55 victories on the
final day of the regular
season, beating San Diego 122104 Sunday. They open their
best-of-three playoff miniseries Wednesday night
against Kansas City.
"We're playing well, and if
ever a team was ready for the
playoffs, it's this team," said
Robinson. "Besides, I've been
around for six years, and its
about time I had a title."
•
A year ago the Suns led

Seattle three games to two in
the Western Conference
semifinals, with the sixth
game on their home court. But
Walter Davis and Gar Heard
both missed open jumpers for
Phoenix in the closing
seconds, the Sonics escaped
with a 106-105 victory and went
on to win the seventh game of
the series in Seattle and beat
Washington in five games in
the title series.
Davis, the Suns' smooth
small forward, agrees with
Robinson's analysis that the
club is ready for the playoffs.
"We've played good ball the
last few games," said Davis.
"The momentum is there.
When we run and fast break
like we did against San Diego
and like we know we can do,
there is really no one quicker
than us."
The other three first-round
series, all of which also open
Wednesday night, match
regional rivals: Portland at
Seattle in the West and San
Antonio at Houston and
Washington at Philadelphia in
the East.

The Sonics won five of six
games against the Blazers this
season, including a 135-104
decision Sunday night in
which all 10 Seattle players
scored in double figures.
San Antonio and Houston,
two Texas team who have
developed a heated rivalry in
recent years, split their six
games this season, including
victories by each on their
home court in the final week of
the season, when both clubs
were scratching for playoff

SALISBURY, N.C. (API —
All-American Darrell Griffith,
who led Louisville to the
NCAA basketball title, has
received the fourth annual
John Wooden Award as the nation's collegiate basketball
player of the year.
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It's Washington's 12th
straight season in the playoffs,
and Coach Dick Motta isn't
looking back.
"We start a new season
Wednesday night," said Motta, "and I hope the players
realize they have a few things
to prove. A month ago it looked bleak for us. But with all
the injuries we've had, the
courage of this team can't be
questioned.
"Philadelphia will not. be
able to have a lark."

Griffith Is Fourth Annual
Wooden Player Of Year
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spots. Both teams finished
with 41-41 records, but
Houston got the home-court
edge in the odd game of the
playoff series because of abettor record against conference
foes.
Washington slipped into the
playoffs on the final day of the
season, beating New Jersey
93-87 to finish with a 39-43
record. That was the same as
New York, but the Bullets got
in because of a better conference record.

Tom Hebert, vice president
of the Los Angeles Athletic
Club, which sponsors the
award in honor of the former
UCLA basketball coach, announced Griffith's selection at
the National Sportscasters
and Sportswriters. Association's meeting Monday night.
Griffith sparked Louisville
to a 59-54 win over UCLA in the
NCAA finals.
Wooden, now retired,
presented the award to Grit(it h, who outdistanced
DePaul's Mark Aguirre and
Purdue's Joe Barry Carroll in
the voting of 1,000 sports
reporters across the country.
The athletic club also
presented a $2,000 scholarship
to louisville in Griffith's
name,
"This is a big thrill for me,"
said Griffith, a 6-foot-4 senior,
in an interview before receiving the award. "Anytime you
are presented something with
Wooden's name on it, it's a
great honor."
Griffith was selected most
outstanding player in every
tournament in which he participated during the past
season,including the NCAA.
Nicknamed
Dr.
Dunkenstein
for
his

made their three-run hrst inning stand up behind a fine pitching performance by Mike
Estes and sparkling defensive
play
Estes struck out eight
Lakers on his way to recording the win for Lone Oak
while Lamb fanned eight hitters in absorbing the loss for
Calloway

Each team committed one
error in the contest and Lone
Oak turned in one double play,
erasing a Laker baserunner in
the first
Calloway faces Marshall
County at home this afternoon
in a 4.00 contest and hosts
Murray High tomorrow at 4 -00
p.m

Tewell Wins First From Pate In Playoff

Specter Of Strike Greets Board
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
..DALLAS (API — The
specter of what could be a
long, costly strike greeted the
executive board of the Major
League Players Association
as they gathered here today.
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the union, believes
management has sought a
strike from the beginning of
negotiations and cited a
multimillion dollar fund
assembled from last season's
gate receipts and an insurance
policy that would pay struck
owners $1 million a day as
evidence.
"The owners taxed
themselves 2 percent of last
year's gate for a strike fund,"
Miller said. "That's about $3.5
million plus interest. We also
know they have an Insurance
policy that pays the 26 clubs $1
million a day after the first
two weeks of a strike. There's
an override on top of that by
Lloyds of London for $40
million."
For those reasons, Miller
said, management has engaged in strictly surface negotiations. "Their intent has been
to provoke a strike," Miller
said. "They see this as a time
to take the players on, to
dismantle the players association."
The players have voted
overwhelmingly to authorize
the strike action with a final
count of 967-1. The lone di .Y.enting ballot was cast by Jerry
Terrell, player representative
of the Kansas City Royals,
who cited religious reasons for
his position.

who alas stole a base leaving
Calloway with runners on second and third with one out
But Berbench struckout and
Key grounded to firsl to end
the inning for Calloway.
Laker nghthander Kerry
Lamb retired the final 17 Lone
Oak batters in order, ineluding striking out the side in
the third but the Purple Flash

phenomenal leaps and dunks,
he helped the Cardinals to
their first NCAA championship and a final record of 33-3.
In his four years at
Louisville, he averaged 18.5
points per game. In his senior
year, he averaged 22.9 points
per contest.
Also Monday, the late Bob
Considine and the late Lou
Gehrig were inducted into the
NSSA's Hall of Fame. Considine, who died in 1975, was
an outstanding sportswriter
and news reporter. He wrote
28 books, including "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo" and
The Babe Ruth Story."
Gerhig, who died in 1941,
was a New York Yankee star
who had a lifetime batting
average of .340.
In addition, Willie Stargell
of the Pittsburgh Pirates
received the association's
Headliner Award for his role
in leading the Pirates to their
World Series victory last
season.
The association also gave
NBC-TV's Dick Enberg its
1979 Sportscaster Award and
Los Angeles Times columnist
Jim Murray its 1979 Sportswriter Award.

iron to tne green and made a
15-foot putt for the 4 he had to
have to stay alive Both he and
Pate made scrambling pars
on the 18th, which has the
looming tower of a red-andwhite striped lighthouse
behind it and marshes of

Calthog ue Sound on the left

Tewell. was among the
pacesetters most of the day
but dropped back with a
bogey-bogey finish when his
putter refused to cooperate.
He shot a 75 and was tied for
third, 2-under-par and two out
of the playoff at 282

That finished off a round of
72 for Pate and 73 for Tewell
and gave them matching 72hole totals of 280, 4-under-par.
John Mahaffey, who shared
the third-round lead with

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
GENERAL
TUCSON, Anz 'API
Jesse ()yena,
the 1936 Olympic track star whisie four
gold medal victories embarrassed Adolf
Hitler's theories of Aryan supenority
died at a Tucson hospital He was 66
Owens, who had been suffering from a
lung infection and inoperable lung
cancer,died at the University of Arizona
Health Sciences Center, said hospital
spokesman Hal Marshall
GOLF
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,S.C. 4AP —
Doug Tewell beat Jerry Pate with a par
on the first sudden-death playoff hole of
the rain-delayed Heritage Classic and
scored his first professional victory
Tewell, who shot a finalround 73. and
Pate, who had a par-72, fuushed the
regulation 72 holes IP 4-under-par 20
The victory was worth 154,000 for
Tewell, while Pate collected 832,400

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Martina League
BOSTON RED SOX—Acquired Dave
Rader, catcher, frorn the Philadelphia
Phllbes for an undisclosed amount of
cash and a player lobe named later
NEW YORK . YANKEES—Sent Dave
Righetti, ('fins Welsh and Tim Lollar,
pitchers. Brucs, Robinson and Juan
Espino. catcheFs, and Rafael Santana
and Roger Holt, Infielders, to their
minor league camp for reassignment
TEXAS RANGERS—Released David
Clyde, pitcher
National League
MONTREAL EXPOS—Traded Rusty
Staub. first baseman-outfielder. to the
Texas Rangers for Chris Smith, third
baseman, and LaRue Washington.
oifielderoutfielder
ST LOUIS CARDINALS—Waived
Tom Bruno and Will McEnaney, piti
chers Optioned John Urrea, pitcher, to
Springfield of the American Association
Returned John Murphy, pitcher, to Spr.
ingfield
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Associative
NEW JERSEY NETS—Phil Jackson.
forward, retired
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BALTIMORE COLTS—Cut Norm
Thompson, defensive back
DAI.I.AS
COWBOYS—Roger
Staubach,quarterback, retired.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Signed
Gary Huff, quarterback
COLLEGE
HENDERSON STATE—Named Jerry
Kirksey head basketball coach
MICHIGAN—Named Bill F neder
head basketball coach
NEW MEXICO—Charlie Harrison, acUng head basketball coach, resigned to
take a job as an assistant coach with
Iowa State

BOXING
KNOXVILLE, Tenn I AP
Mike
"Hercules' Weaver knocked out John
Tate with a Vicious combination at 2 15
of the 15th and final round to earn the
World Boxing Association heavyweight
championship
Weaver, a 27-year-old journeyman
who was yielding 2410 pounds in weight,
staged a vicious rally starting with the
13th round to take the crown after being
pummeled throughout most of the fight
LAS VEGAS, Nev iAPi — Larry
Holmes slopped Leroy Jones m the
eighth round and retained the World
Boling Council's version of the
heavyweight championship of the world
TENNIS
MONTE CARLO, Monaco AP,. Third-seeded Jimmy Connors whipped
the Nasta.se of Romania 6-4, 6-3 and
Frenchman Patrick Proisy upset sixthaeeded Jose Higueras of Spain 6-1,74
in the opening round of the 8187,000
Monte-Carlo Oven tennis tournament.
In oger first-round matches West
Gentian Rolf Gehring defeated Phil
Dent of Australia, 7-6, 7-5, Victor Pecrt
of Paraguay beat Alejandro Pierola of
Chile, 5-7, 6-3, 6-3, Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia eliminated Andres
GOISIC2 of Ecuador 7-6. 6-2, and Corrado
Baraosutti of Italy downed countryman
Nab
ILI,
OLDSALAR. Fla I AP — Russell
Simpson of New Zealand defeated topseeded Harold Solomon 6-1, 6-1 in the
first round of a 150,000 tennis tournament.
In other first-round action, Chilean
Alvaro Fillol defeated No.7 seed David
Carter 7-5, 5-7, 7-5, John James defeated
Francisco Gonzalez 7-6, 6-4, and third

RA.SFR All

DALLAS
-- Mao-v-rn Stiller,
director of the major league players
asaociation, announced hus belief that
baseball owners hair been preparing for
a strike from as long ago as last season
Miller made his statement on the eve
of the meet,* of team representatives
to decide when a strike by the major
leaguers should be called.
Miller wad the owners issembled a
mullmillhon dollar fund front last
season's gate receipts and they also
have an insurance pulley that could pay
$I million a day once the stnke has
reached the two-week mark
The players have voted overwhelmingly to authorize the strike action with a
final count of 967-1 The lone dissenting
ballot was cast by Jerry Terrell, player
representative of the Kansas City
Royals, who cited religious reasons for
his position.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK API - Kevin Grevey,
whose clutch shooting helped the
Waerungtea Bullets gentthe last Eastern
Conference playoff berth, was named
the National Basketball Association's
Player of the Week.
In four games last week, Grevey shot
506 from the field with 32-for-63, including 12-of-22 from three-point range.
I AP
LOUISS'l LLE, Ky.
— AllAmerican guard Darrell Griffith, who
led loiasiolle to the NCAA basketball
championstup. won the John R.Wooden
award as the nation's outstanding college player
The award is presented by Use Lou
Angeles Athletic Club in a nationwide
vote of sports writers and sportscasters

KING'S DEN
EASTER SALE
All
Spririg& Summer

DRESS SUITS
5 /0 OFF
Wednesday Thru Saturday
April 2-5

Have A
Happy Easter

Exhibition Baseball
By The A*110C1111Y4 Press
Monday Games
Chicago . All. Baltimore 0
Minnesota 9. Toronto 8
Boston 9, Detroit 7
Texas 2, Cincinnati I
Kansas City 9. Atlanta 2
Houston 7. Montreal 3
Los Angeles 4, New York N 1
Pittsburgh!.St.Lows 1
wa ukee 11. Seattle 4
Cleveland 9, California 7
Oakland 10, Chicago IN I 2
San Francisco 7, San Diego 3, 10 inn
Inv
New York A 7, Philadelphia 3

seed Pat DuPre was forced to withdraw
before his match due to•back injury

From

irig .5
The Store For Men
i-Famsssur

DENTURES
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee

SAME DAY SERVICE
STANDARD

$69Ea.

PERSONALIZED

$89Ea.

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460

CALL JACKSON, TN, TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE

OUTSIDE TENNESSEE

1-R00-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
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HEALTH

PUT IT IN THE 1-11:1111:11/&

PC-

2. Notice

Afraid of test
By LAW reser Lamb, ML)
DEAR DR LAMB - I'm 30
years old and I have been
trying to get pregnant for
more than four years I took
fertility tests and became
pregnant with twins but
miscarried Then I got pregnant a second time and had a
second miscarriage Since
then I've had all of the tests to
study my function and I ovulate regularly and there
seems to be no real reason
why 1 can t get pregnant
The doctor then asked my
husband to come in for a
check and it turned out that he
had a very poor sperm count
It was so low the doctor didn't
believe I could ever get pregnant He recommended that
my husband go Into the hospital for a bripsy of the testicles
to determine the cause of the
low sperm count

My husband has become
very upset and concerned
about having this test Some
people have told him that they
have only heard of this type of
test when the doctor suspects
something serious Could you
please give us some advice on
this matter My husband and
I both really want to have a
family
DEAR READER - Tell
your hush,and that a biopsy of
the tesocles is relatively
routine It's often done in men
who have fertility problems.
specifically low sperm counts
By taking a very small piece
of tissue
so small it can fit
in the end of a needle - and
putting it under a microscope.
one can see the architecture
of the testicles and from that.
have a pretty good idea what
problems are affecting these
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PEANUTS
HERE'S THE WORLD
FAMOUS CENSUS TAKER
MAKING NIS ROUNDS...

GOOD
MORNING

'6000
MORNING

glands This also helps them
to decide what kind of treatment, if any, is needed
The fact that you have got
ten pregnant twice suggests
that even though your husband does have a low sperm
count it's possible for Into to
father a child, although the
chances wouldn't be as good
as for somebody who had a
higher sperm count
You II need to rely on your
husband s doctor's advice
about what he should do. but
there are a number of men
who have fertility problems
that can be corrected A common cause of infertility is a
large varicocele That's somewhat like a varicose vein
that's in the cord and testicular area. These veins interfere
with the normal temperature
regulation of the testicles
That, in turn, interferes with
their ability to produce a
large amount of healthy,
sperm In those instances,
removal of the varicocele
may significantly improtie

fertility.
In addition, in recent tinies
it has been learned that fertility pills that women use to
cause them to ovulate are useful in men with certain types
of infertility In other words,
the same pill that stimulates
the woman to produce ova
will stimulate the man to produce more sperm That won't
work in some cases so again
you'll have to depend on your
husband's doctor's advice
about whether this would help
in his case
FAINT FEELINGS or an
actual faint are rather
common. Readers who want
more information about the
problem can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for The
Health Letter number 9-2,
Fainting, Loss of Consciousness or Syncome. Send your
request to Dr. Lamb, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.

Murray Middle School
Honor Roll Released
The following students have Mike Friebel, Tracey Graves,
achieved an academic stan- Angie Hamilton, Lynnette
ding of from 2.50 to 3.00 for the Hopkins, Gwen Hoover, Andy
third nine weeks grading Jobs, Kurt Keesler,
period at Murray Middle
David Lew, Luann
School according to Billy D. Loberger, Laura MonOutland, principal.
tgomery, Lisa Mikulcik, TronSeventh Gradeda Parish, Ricky Rogers, Amy
Anne Bloom, Ross Bolen, Ross, Wege Rushing, Caroline
Bekah Brock, Margie Bur- Schoenfeldt,
chfield, Ramona Burnley,
Aaron Schroeder, Alison
Kathy Carson, Kelly Chi1cutt, Sears, Robert Stout, John
Matthew Ferguson,
Swann, Tommy Wagner, Kim
Tim Glavin, Kim Greer, William, Tim Wilcox, David
Ann Harcourt, Vonnie Hayes, Whitten,Chris Young.
Greer Houston, Lisa Howard,
Ann Johnson, Robert Lyons,
Sherry Meadows, Suzanne
EXHIBITION
Meeks, Alicia Nunnally,
On April I to 7, an invitaLillian Olazabal, Shawn tional exhibition in painting
Parker, David Randolph, will be on exhibit at the Eagle
Todd Ross,Shen Swift,
Gallery of the Fine Arts
Lesley Thompson, Kendra Center at Murray State
Thurmond, Leila Umar, Jerri University. The exhibit is free
Weatherford, Mike Wilkins, and open to the public.
Jeannette Williams, Rusty
EXHIBITIONS
Wright.
On April 1 through 9, the
Eighth GradeEagle Gallery at Murray State
Emily Apperson, Lee Ann will have on display drawings
Babb, Julie Baker, Heidi Bar- by Rick Mjos; works by Mary
rett, Steve Beyer, Mark Bog- H. Lawrie, Norwood, Mass.,
gess, Gina Brown, Tim Bur- and an exhibition in studio
chfield, Amy Carman,
photography by Richard S.
Charles Cella, Liz Fain, Abrahams,Glenview,Ill,

I4ERE 15 OUR CENSUS
QUESTIONNAIRE AU..
FILLED OUT.. WE'RE VERY
GLAD TO COOPERATE.4

I SHOULD NAVE KISSED
14ER, BUT WERE NOT
SUPPOSED TO GET
INVOLVED EMOTIONALLY

Mpg
n't•yt /sow •Syn...

PRETEND
YOU HAVE AN
OFFICE JOB
AND THIS IS
YOUR WORK

PLAYING
OFFICE IS
Fut
,
4---1. LIKE IT

E PSC!ALLY THE

COOKIE BREAKS

COOKIES

NEY! WHAT
HAPPENED
TO THIS
MIRROR?!

600C
,MORNING,
YOU HANDSOME
HUNK OF
HE-MAN!

-

BLONDEE
TI-115 15 MY ME.55AC,E
FOR DUNCAN

DUNCAN WANT5
A 2A15E,BUT
HE".5 AFRAID TO
ASK YOU

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Early Bird
Special
soots bort
Badior at

I

legegeessist old wed.
ding pictoriis
IS',notion" i

CARTER STUDIO
304Non

753-82111

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

Starks
Hardware
12th 8. Near
753-121/

for storing house full of
rorriturie
corn
antiques.
oesmess overflows
etc
Phone 753-7618 after 5:00
pa.
,d•Cli

World Electvicei
0,419.14
intredeces
M.R.B.
Relieves long or short re,
an For informe
,
on Cr
Box 102 Murray, kerrru0
Money Back Guoronree

RANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
5. Help Wasted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
It. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15, Articles For Sale
11, Home F urnish ngs
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
ZO. Sports Equipment
21, Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Sernces
25, Pi-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29, Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
It. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44, Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
4t Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
It Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
SG. Free Column
57. Wanted

FOR SALE
135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Coll
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Cocoa Butter, I like creme.
419-385-1001

NOTICE
Rex Camp has sold his
septic tank cleaning
business, due to illness,
to his son-in -tow, Ricky
Alexander. The business
and phone will remain the
some. Rex asks his
Customers 10 C011 Ricky
for the septic tank service. 753-5933.

5. Lost and Found
Lost Male, long-haired white
dog small in size. Part Poodle
and Lhasa Apso. Reward Call
437-4220.

6. Help Wanted
Assistant manager for
Paducah finance office.
benefits Must have
school education. Call
2467.

Dental Assistant, experience
helpful but not necessary if applicant it exceptional. 32 hour
work week. Staring June 1980.
Interested applicants send
resume to P.0 Box 32P.
.
Experienced sales person needed for new car dealership.
Send resmue to P.O. Box 32 R.
Models over 18 for television,
photography, trade shows.
department stores, fashion.
promotions. Call (212) 7578113 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment. 1756 Broadway,
N.Y.C. Suite 5D-GRS advertising.
Medical office requires
Secretary/Receptionist.
Medical dicto-typing essential.
Bookkeeping an asset. Send
resume to. Administration Office, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Attention Number
204.
Secretary for law office. At
least some short hand required Send resume and
phone number to P.O. Box
618. Murray.
Woman with housekeeping experience to clean cottages
every Saturday from March
through October at small
lakeside resort, 15 miles east
of Murray on Route 732. Good
pay, pleasant conditions. 4365414
Wanted Part time employees
at William Avery Lumber Company in Puryear, TN
Auto body work, 2 years vocational school training. Call 7531593 after 3 30 pm and ask for
Max.

'

Local Christian man age 56.
life long resident of Cafloway
county. good heatth, best
character references, not afraid
of work, wilt consider any
honest job. Write to P.O. Box
32Q.

10. Bus. Opportunity
Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion of ads for correc•
bons This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR
Country Way Cafe, 121 South at
Cherry Corner. Special on Kentucky Lake fiddlers. $2.75
Twenty-one 5itrimp Basket.
$3.15.

Business loans to start, expand. or combine bills. Any
amount. Call Guy Hengst 7591306 between 9 AM - 2 PM
$356 weekly guaranteed Work
2 hours daily at home. ($178
for one hour daily). For free
brochure write SLP, P 0. Box
66B, Murray, KY 42071
$356 weekly guaranteed Work'
2 hours daily at home ($178
for one hour daily) Free
brochure
E Hand. 645
Seminole Ave., Atlanta, GA
30307.

TO TAKE THESE

PRECIOUS BABIES
TO THAT CAVE C

MAMA MY
JOB IS IN

THE CAPITAL,
mAvviTAAN.

7HE CAVE'S IN DEEP
JUNGLE, FAR FROM
MAvviTA A N. WE CAN
GO THERE OFTEN.

NE 5A1C
,HE'2
FIND A PLACE
FOR US,,

silver
Belles
cans, steals.
2•1‘
silver,
oweiry.
7534837.
Have those in and out silver
buyers left you in a lurch' I
make market every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at Uncle
Lee's in Paris Pocket dealers
welcome, come in. Do not call
Uncle Leers
1100118
Geld-Silver
Cain sod Slsollag

(We also allow 20 to 1
exchange silver for merchandise) Excluding Sole
Merchandise.
These
prices are subject to
change with notional
rket.

Vernen's
Western
Store
Olymcwc Plano
Murray, Ky.
753-7113
9-9 Daily, 1-6 Sunday

Pomeranian puppy or grown.
753-0164.

15. Articles For Sale

Fa sale antique oak table with
2 matching chairs, lust
refinished Also AM-FM 8-track
stereo with matching speakers
Call 436-5424
Used gold carpet will sell all or
part of it Call 489-2221

19. Farm Equipment
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar, $10.25, 20",
$11 99, 24", $1455 Wallin
Hardware. Paris, TN
Certified Essex seed beans.
436-2824
Case wheel disc, cylinder,
hoses, and front disc One year
old Call after 6 pm 489-2716
1976 990 David Brown. Case
tractor, 3 pieces of equipment
870 hours 753-0645 after
4 30 pm
For sale. 235 M.F. tractor, 9'
disc, 200 gallon trailer type
sprayer with pump. Wagon Call
492-8429 after 4 pm
John Deere disc, 1911" double fold, $6250. six 16" plows.
$3250; 6 row John Deere
cultivator, $2000; 12' John
Deere chisel plow, $1850; 15'
cultivator, $3000, four scaffold
wagons, $250 each. 8 row
trailer type bourn sprayer,
$800; 2 row Holland trailer
$.
typ
caiel48t9
o h2a1c4col att
seetrte6r1000
om
John Deere model 50 tractor
for sale. Call 753-9163.
Six row Co-Op sprayer, two row
Ferguson cultivator, two row
John Deere corn drill, two 53
model Chevrolet grain trucks,
one wagon with sides, one 69
Chevrolet grain truck with twin
lifts. One 18 hp Johnson boat
motor. Call 753-40 or 7530798.
Super C Farmall, 3 pieces of
equipment plus 6' mower_ Excellent condition. $2000. Call
(901)642-6431 after 6 pm.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine. $229.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN

Need 04fic•
Desk?
We have 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low once!

New Klmbel (4401 Gunk
Plum
ICesStart
St999

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy. 641 Noon
75.3-4566

For sale: 22 caliber single ac•
lion revolver and several
household items. 753-1631
G.E. stove. $30; sink, white,
$30, Frigidare refrigerator.
$10, one roll-a-way bed, $35;
one antique machine, $10; one
quilt. $35. Call 753-2327 after
5 pm.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room.
$23.99, 12 room $36.99: 18
room, $49.99-. 24 room,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris,
Plastic pipe sale CPVC hot
water pipe; '4"x10', $1.60, V
-"x10', $3.19. Schedule 40
plastic pipe, 14"x10'. $3.29:
2-x10., 33 99: 3"x IV $8.90::
4"x10', $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris
Washer and dryer, avacado.
Frigiclare, used one year; Mirrormatic canner, cans 7 quarts,
antique rocker; coffee table
and end tables: 4 spring
clothes suits with full length
coats Also would like to buy
bedroom suite Call 753-9775
after 4 30 pm

16. Home Furnishings

14. Want To Buy
Good used electric range and
refrigerator Call 762-4359, ask
for Reinhardt

For sale. New quilts, full and
twin size, $75, $50. One new
quilt top, $25. 753-1733.

A local manufacturing concern in Northwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
applications for the position of buyer.
Candidates should possess purchasing experience including knowledge of MR0 inventory and production control system. Vendor Liaison maintenance repair and milling
machinery. Degree preferred.
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
excellent salary and fringe benefits. Pleose
send resume and salary requirements in confidence to:
Iteenvethog Meer
P.O. lee 410
Peril, TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

16. HmeFimings

Aluminum extensioo ladders;
14'. $31.99; 16', $38.99: 20'
$54.99, 24', $69.99: 28',
$94.99; 32'. $130.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Blue bridesmaid's dress. size 5;
ladle's tan all weather pant
coat, size 12, a broiler hot
plate combination. 753-1746.
For sale: Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
For sale: Three loads of used office furniture; chairs, desks,
safes, file cabinets, tables.
New stacking chairs for churches
and
restaurants.
Fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross
& Sons Salvage Mdse., Inc..
Martin, TN 38237. Phone
(901)587-2420. Open Mon.
Fri., 7,30 to 530, Sat. 7:30 to
3:00.
For sale- Slide protectors, large
R.P. screen, 35 mm Canon
camera equipment. Priced low.
753-5206.

Commodes. White $39.99, col-,
ors $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Pails
For sale
Electric range.
Frigiclare white. $60 Call 7594041
For sale Couch and two chairs,
$75 Call after 4 pm, 7537777

BUYER WANTED
Di ANA, YaIRE GOING

local
Good
high
443-

9. Situation Wanted

Check
Your
Ad

GOOD
IDEA

1'4 Want To Buy

2.

22. Musical
Organs

SALE
New Whitney Piano
One Only
New Kiinbol Organ
One Only

tO• refoso to be undot•otd on any
0 you louy onyrdoyne
,
o11•1 1.10,
save yo•
can* so. •0 or. con
mono, Why OW 01•op rho plo(•
whore muse/ IS•bios.n••• ond no/ o
s.doltno

Kimball Music
Center
rod.,ur, Ry
44.141/79

D-28 Martin
r. excellent
condition. $700. 436-2411.
If you think renting a piano or
organ is cheaper than buying
you have not shopped at
. Clayton's I & B Music, Dixieland Center, Murray.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Repossesed piano, balance due
or monthly payments. Also
practice pianos.
B Music,
753-7575.

23. Exterminating

24. &listener

Lawn mower batt
guarantee $24
Wallin Hardware,
Marine batteries
guarantee $34
60 month guara
exchange Walli
Paris

357 Magnum
Wesson. 436-5341
Panasonic AMstereo Call 7538666
Schwinn Varsity 1
cle Good conditi
and cables $60
after 5 pm Days !
and ask for Lisa.
Two portable bull
newly constru
materials $695
house type, one h
474-8800 after 4
We buy and sell g
niture and applial
Shop, Highway 64
8250

26. TV-Radio

Business is grei
some terrific barg
ins. 12", 13", 1
Color and b/w 1
combination tv.
$20 and up. Cla.
Music. 753-)575.
Two repossesed 2!
remote control. T
monthly payment
& B Music, 753-

27. Mobile Hi

Extra nice 1971 1
home, 1260,
large living
fireplace, recentl!
354-6493.
For sale. 1977 Wit
on double lot in
Call 436-2193.

10x50 Homette t
or best offer. Co
354-8061
Two bedroom,
son, natural gas h
tral air. Located
Courts. $4800 Ci
after 6 pm

28. Mob. Hon

For rent Mobile
furnished, air
near University.
Mobile Home Vil
753-3895 or 753-3
Small 2 bedroom,
trailer, in countr
month. No pets.(
753-8061 leave ph
Trailer for rent in
4462.

bedroom mot
Stella, central hi
$150 per month I
Call 753-9290 or
489-2761
TWO

Two bedroom, c
adults, outside of
Highway 121 Sou
month plus depot
after 6 pm

Unfurnished 3 I
bath, double wide,
store, and carpet
One child, no pet
0212 or 436-5479.

NOR
NEW OfFICE
Monda!,-Fridi

Price ei
MAIRCVT $1.:

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

RE

Phone 753 3911

24. Miscellaneous
Duo-therm central air unit,
36.000 BTU, $400. Complete
with hookups 436-2514.
Feed one adult for $7.06 weekly. including 1 lb meat, daily
choice of eight fresh vegetables
and grains. Free details. TL,
Box 286, Hardin, KY 42048.
Free puppies Also lamps and
drapes for sale Call 489-2669
after 5 pm.

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Emerson Electric Company is accepting applications each day at the
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
ore now available. Machining experience desired. Applicant must be
willing to work any shift. Excellent
benefits and pay. An equal opportunity employer.

°120. corn
*12 ft. Hi I
first quality Sl
choose from.
more.
•12 ft. rubt
4.115 sq. yd.
Our entire !
reduced to 6.5

•12 ft. our
colors) only 8.1
•10 rolls of '
sq. yd.
•10 rolls of
Jutebock only 3
*6 ft. and 1:
•35 rolls of
Mixed colors on
• vi inch foal

liclog charier do
teeth et those 1.1
Teo moo se.

8 miles south of 0
1901149B-8963

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I 111,112S
!mire oak table with
fig chairs just
Also AM FM 8-track
matching speakers
24
owl will set all or
ill 489-2221

lEquipment
chains, 3/8 pitch
ar, $10.25, 20",
$14.55 Wallin
arts, TN
ssex seed beans
eel disc, cylinder,
ront disc One year
lf 6 pm 489-2716
David Brown. Case
eces of equipment
753-0645 after

15 M F tractor. 9'
gallon trailer type
pump. Wagon. Call
ter 4 pm
disc, 191,1" dou250, six 16" plows.
row John Deere
$2000, 12' John
I plow, $1850: 15'
3000t four scaffold
I50 each. 8 row
bciom sprayer,
nv Holland trailer
1) setter. $1000.
11 after 6 pm.
model 50 tractor
753-9163.
)p sprayer, two row
iltivator, two row
corn drill, two 53
rolet grain trucks,
with sides, one 69
yin truck with twin
3 hp Johnson boat
753-4)10 or 753-

24. Miscellaneous

30- Business Rental

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

Lawn mower battery, 24 month
guarantee $24 99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee $34 99 exchange
60 month guarantee $44 99
exchange Wallin Hardware,
Paris
357 Magnum pistol. Van
Wesson. 436-5348.
Panasonic AM-FM 8-track
stereo. Call 753-6562 or 7538666
Schwinn Varsity 10-speed bicycle. Good condition, new tires
and cables. $60. Call 753-6331
after 5 pm. Days call 753-1916
and ask for Lisa.
Two portable buildings, 9'x12'.
newly constructed, best
materials, $695 each, One
house type, one barn type. Call
474-8800 after 4 pm.
We buy and sell good used furniture and appliances The Odd
Shop. Highway 646, Paris. 6428250

Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square Private
customer parking Call 7534109
For rent on South 5th St , a
suite of offices, plumbing for
dental office or can be used as
other offices Contact L
Miller at 753-5595 after 5 pm

Furnished one bedroom on
lake Adults only no pets. no
sublent Call 753-0212 or 436.5459.

Price reduced, you take the
saving Extra nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home in
Gatesborough Central heat and
air lot and a half, 2 car garage
with concrete drive In 550's
Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

26. TV-Radio
Business is great! We have
some terrific bargains on tradeins. 12", 13", 19" and 25".
Color and b/w t.v.'s. Even a
combination t.v. and stereo.
$20 and up. Clayton's J & B
Music. 753-7575.
.
Two repossesed 25'' color t.v.s,
remote control. Take up small
monthly payments. Warranted.
& B Music, 753-7575 t-

27. Mobile Home Sales
Extra nice 1971 Wince mobile
home, 1240, 2 bedrooms,
large living room with
fireplace, recently remodeled.
354-6493.
For sale 1977 Windsor. 14x70,
on double lot in Croppy Hollow,
Call 436-2193.
10x50 Homette trailer, $2000
or best offer. Call mornings.
354-8061.
Two bedroom, 1973 Richardson, natural gas heat and central air. Located at Rivena
Courts. $4800. Call 436-2430
after 6 pm.

rmall, 3 pieces of
)Ius 6' mower. Extalon. $2000. Call
131 after 6 pm.
chain drive Briggs
engine $229.99.
rare, Paris TN

cal
Oro,

SALE

ley Piano

sem

28. Mob. Home Rents

31. Want To Rent
Responsible couple with
references would like to lease
farm with option of purchase
(minimum 20 acres plus
home) Contact 247-7229 or
554-7G26

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex Quiet residential area
near University Call 753-8096
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 753
4109
Furnished, one bedroom, kitchen, living room, and bath
Close to campus. Call 7538742 after 5 pm.
For rent One bedroom garden
apartment, carpeted, range,
refrigerator, disposer, private
patio Call 753-7550
Furnished apartment, New
Concord $80 per month Call
436.2427 after 5 pm
For sale or rent New duplex in
Westwood subdivision Two
bedroom, bath, large living
room, kitchen with store and
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4
pm
New two bedroom duplex,
large rooms, appliances furnished, washer-dryer hookup in
Utility. Private carport and
patio deck. Call 753-9574 or
753-6513 after 3.30 pm.
New duplex. all appliances,
central vacuum, heat and air
conditioning. Call 753-2437.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent. Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent. Call 7539240 Monday through Friday.
Two bedroom apartment.
Available April 1st. Phone 7539240.

al Organ

id

Oda

Cowls
BIM

b.d..&d
• yew buy anywA•••
w• c.r sav• LLot
nor ,
0 0 the plot.
m bas.nots• and note

all Music
:enter

Broadway
Paw. Ay
AA3 3870

is guitar. excellent
700. 436-2411

renting a piano or
eaper than buying
not shopped at
& B Music. DixMurray
sed Baldwin piano
Lonardo Piano Co.,
the Post Office,
piano, balance due
payments Also
nos S & B Music,

For rent Mobile homes, nice,
furnished, air conditioned.
near University. located in
Mobile Home Village. Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.
Small 2 bedroom, easy to heat
trailer, in country. $100 per
month. No pets. Couples only.
753-8061 leave phone number.
Trailer torrent in Hardin. 4374462.
Two bedroom mobile home at
Stella, central heat and air,
$150 per month plus deposit.
Call 753-9290 or after 5 pm
489-2761.
Two bedroom, one or two
adults, outside of city limits,
Highway 121 South. $90 per
month plus deposit. 753-5405
after 6 pm
Unfurnished 3 bedroom. 2
bath, double wide, refrigerator.
store. and carpet, near lake.
One child, no pets. Call 7530212 or 436-5479

33. Rooms for Rent

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
POKE SUAVE 75'

, to, Flaipilorl Mouse CaElL pl•••• Call 733•368S ono day in crayon,
Notary Pubbc Sono,.

GIANT STOCK
REDUCTION SALE!

's Termite
St Control

le 753 3914

9llaneous

from big name mills
•12 ft. commercial tweeds - 2.41 and 2.19
•12 ft. Hi Low Shags by Cornet and Horizon mills,
first quality slashed to S. sq. yd. Many colors to
choose from. Compare to carpet costing 14.13 or

central air unit,
, $400 Complete
s 436-2514.
Jlt for $7.06 week1 lb meat, daily
ht fresh vegetables
Free details IL.,
din, KY 42048
t Also lamps and
le Call 489-2669

more.
•12 ft. rubber Bock Hi lo Shag (Many Colors) Only4.93 sq. yd.
Our entire stock of 12 ft. carpet costing OMreduced to 4.50

•12 ft. our very finest Plush Plush Shop (many
colors) only 0.115 sq. yd.
•10 rolls of 12 ft. Hi Lo Shag Earthtone colors, 4.55
sq. yd.
•10 rolls of 15 ft. Hi Lo Shag Eorthtone colors with
Jutebock only S.“ sq. yd.
'6 ft. and 12 ft. outside grass carpet, 2.10 sq. yd.
'35 rolls of 12 ft. Hi to Shags, Saxony Shag and
Mixed colors only 3.95 sq. yd.
• vi inch foom pad EV yd.

IT

NO DEALERS PLEASE!
111rMg &osier dwell or inewey,

is ociy at the
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ling exmust be
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PASCHALL
AND SON
ft miles tooth of Murray, KY
(9011498-8963

4

kVAIL ABLE 7

on Hwy 641

Open 8-5 6 days/wk

STUN WATT,AK.
lb• &man sl••• IOW in am* Mr
•••••• Wry=thin

Storage Space

14416-1101115

For Rest
LAU AND UCKATIONAL
110111TY

733.473'

listings

needed.

Coast to Coast

37. Livestock-Supplies

Everywhere

Offices

Buyers hoot

Free

Cotaglog

Shoot lenity
Circle Y Western show saddle
••I l••••• Inca.
bridle and breast strap Call
The Lord giveth, the Lord taketh away, Mr.
1112C4/••••••114
759-4125.
7534186
as
Anytime
Abernathy."
45 Feeder pigs. 40 lb average.
$35 a head 435-4548
We're sold on your house
43. Real Estate
a- Real Estate
Stalls for rent at Puryear Tn
before we sell it...Our theory is
17
Acres
of
level
land, Highway Easy living is offered in this simple. We take the time he
Call 901-247-5789.
1550 Call (703) 921-1403 deluxe brick home in Canter- know your house, price it corStidham two horse trailer, good
after 6 pm
bury Three bedrooms. 242 rectly. and discover it's distinccondition. Call 753-3896
Rental property for sale Ex- baths, has family room with tive features. Because were
38. Pets-Supplies
cellent cash flow One block large brick fireplace and many sold on it, its much easier to
Basic and Advanced dog obe- from MSU $39,500 Phone extras, such as, compactor,in- find the right buyers and close
dience classes and private in- 759-4538
tercom. central vacuum, dou- the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
structions, Also tracking and
Five acre mini-farm located ble garage A truely distinctive with time-consuming paperprotection training. All breeds
Spann
Call
home
$85.000
at
less than one mile from lake
work. It's all a matter of spenand ages from 2 months up.
and boat launching ramp On Realty Associates. 753-7724
ding our time wisely so it
Professional instructor. 436blacktop road (KY 1918) two Nestled in among the trees is doesn't waste yours. This is just
2858
miles north of Hamlin. KY the house of your dreams another reason you should call
Doberman puppies. 7 weeks Electric and phone are Large patio lust outside the
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
old. 436-5414.
available. Can be purchased spacious family room joined by Realtors today at 753-1492.
with
only
small
a
down
pay- a roomy kitchen with built-in We're the Neighborhood ProFor sale- Two Afghan females.
ment and baLance financed at cook top and double oven. fessionals.
Used for breeding 435-4116.
less than 'bank rates. Let us Three bedrooms. 7 baths, plus
show you this fine building site living room and dining area 45. Farms For Sale •
41. Public Sale
now. John C. Neubauer, Real For your private showing let us 53 Acres. 35 acres in permaEstate, 1111 Sycamore St. show you today Call Spann nent pasture. Well, ponds. and
Yard Sale
Murray 753-0101 or 753- Realty Associates, 753-7724.
pole barn. 7 miles east of Mur- Thursday April 3, 8 !
7531.
ray. $40.000. 753-3625.
am. tit?. Pressure
awsprayer,
26 acres land off 94 East, one
women's
Purdom & Thurman
.
S
clothes,
mile east of Elm Grove church.
childrens
Insurance
IL
Call 753-2446 after 5 pm.
clothes. 513 South 7th
Street.
Real Estate
46. Homes For Sale
Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

JOHN SMITH

34. Houses For Rent
For. rent 2 bedroom older
house in Hardin Furnished
Phone 437-4850
Three bedroom brick, city
school district. $275 per month, security deposit. Call 7531222
Two bedroom house for rent.
No pets. Will sign long term
lease. Deposit required. Call
753-2987 after 330 pm.
Three bedroom house for rent
in country for family. Dogs.
chickens, and garden allowed.
$125 per month plus $300
deposit. Also mobile home with
garden in country for married
couple. $100 per month plus
$50 deposit. Write to: P.O Box
32 S.

NM la wlowet Strom

MEW OFFICE MOORS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price a
IMANICIEF 51.25

Mini
Warehouse

Room for rent half block from
Campus, $70 per month Call
753-8333

HORNINICKLE BARBER SHOP

mating
inmoommi.

36. For Rent Or Lease

411FserTUrs

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

42. Home Loans
Need money? $500 to
$2,000,000. Any purpose.
Minimum appliacation fee. Call
759-1306, Guy Hengst.

43. Real Estate
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service...because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word it's called adjustment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghborhood.
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood the -awaits you
elsewhere., The schools, parks
shopping facilities. Now for thy
ingenious part ..VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another city, then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood Sound
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful information on this service

Cee. •
[)
REALTY

753-1222
NEW LISTING
CANTERBURY
Lovely 4 bedroom
home beautifully
decorated throughout.
Bright & cheery
wallpaper, pannelled
den with fireplace, formal dining room, and
lots of extra fine
features. Assumable
loan at 11%. Good opportunity for the costconscious
home
buyer! Priced in upper
60's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.
NEAR DOWNTOWN
Investment opportuni
ty with this large older
home near downtown
Excellent room arrangement for professional offices or apartments. Also garage
behind
apartment
main home included in
package. Price now
only $45,000. Owner
financing available
Phone 753-1722.

arm
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

'Professional Services
.With Ti,Pnendly T00•18.

LAKE COTTAGE
Cypress Springs New and lovely secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on a treestudded lot. Elec.
heat, carpeting, air
conditioner, range and
ref. inc. Be thinking
about summer and the
carefree days on
beautiful Ky. Lake. A
real buy at only
$21,000.
IN THE COUNTRY:
LOW TAXES
3L2 miles, northwest of
Murray, good 3bedroom frame home,
recently recarpeted
and redecorated. On 22
acres, 300'ft. of
highway
blacktop
some
frontage,
timber, several outbuildings. Only $32,000
753-8080
Interested in a good commercial site near the lake? We have
listed seven lots zone commercial on KY 444 at the entrance
to the entrace to Pine Bluff.
The owner says to sell these
reasonably priced lots Now'
John C Neubauer, Real Estate,
1111 Sycamore St.. Murray
753-0101 or 753-7531
Look us over before you look
around When you're ready to
buy a home you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best'
Where are the schools? Shopping Centers' What about the
paperwork that's usually insolvecP Get the jump on these and
other questions by calling Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
at 753-1492 We have just this
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier

Southside Court Square

Mernsy, Keidocky
753-4451
175 acres located in the
southeat part of the county.
Some tillable land, some young
timber and a large pond_ On
good road. Less than one mile
from lake. Creek Priced at less
than $450 per acre. Can be
purchased with reasonable
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates. John C. Neubauer, Real
Estate, 1111 Sycamore St..
Murray. 753-0101 or 7537531.

LIVE AND,
EARN
A lovely well-kept
older home on a comer
lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal dining room, sun porch, 2
baths, and a full basement. Large living
room with a fireplace
with gas logs. Modern
kitchen. All this plus a
nice 2 bedroom garage
apartment on the back
of the lot for potential
income to help fight inflation. 60's.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautifully wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for spring and
summer relaxing days
ahead by checking out
this good buy. $24,500.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all the
information.

House for sale: near College
and elementary school. 2
bedrooms, bath, family room.
storage building. Large lot,
aluMinum siding. new cast iron
sewer. Excellent condition, will
consider land contract for
$30,000. Contact Martha Stone
at 753-7908 between April 7
11.
New four bedroom house in
Canterbury. Well planned
custom built home. Call 7533903.
Save 10%, buy from owner.
Lovely country home with new
elect, plumb. insulation, storm
windows and doors. Large kitchen, large family room, living
room, utility room. 2 bedrooms
and bath. On paved Claytown
rd. (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice
landscaping and drive. Priced
for immediate sale at 520.000.
To see contact - Elton Hudson,
498-8731.

47. Motorcycles
1980 Harley Davidson Sportser
motorcycle. 1978 Mark Twain
boat. like new. Days 443-6513,
nights 554-3252.
750 Honda Chopper, fully
chopped. rigid frame, Kingqueen seat. 16 inch Harley
wheel. 8000 miles. $1200.
753-8515 after 5 pm.
1975 Honda CR-125, good condition, $275. Phone 753-3501.
Yamaha
MX-100.
21''
aluminum front wheel, front
air forks. Call 436-2198
Yamaha 80. lka years old Can
be seen at 2223 Edinborough
or call 753-5684

REBATE
$500

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.
CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK CO.,Inc.
or

Your

Po ryear, Tenn.
local Doolor for Deans
i.02-lo.,.i Ire

50. Used Trucks
1976 30 series Chevrolet
wrecker in good condition
with 58 000 miles Phone 8219633
1970 Ford Bronco. 302, 3speed. good condition 7591943 after 5 pm
1976 Ford Explorer, power air
tape player. Michelin steel
belted radials, topper very
clean Call 753-3456 or 7535402

52-. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

1978 Hydro-sport 17', trailer,
140 Mercury motor twin depth
finder lire bait well built-in
gas tank and console steering
Call 753-9240
1971 Harris tlote-bote 28 tt
fully equipped with 1977 ONC
120 hp engine Bar, sink, and
refrigerator Price reduced Call
436-5380
16' Walk through windshield
Fabuglas Runabout, Holsclaw
tilt bed trailer with 105 hp
Chrysler outboard Al) in good
condition, $2795 New Con:ord Grocery. 436-5353

Experienced adult will mow
lawns Call 753-3697

53. Services Offered_

Electrical and plumbing
repairs. by the yob or hour Well
pumps repaired Call 474.
2257
Guttering by Sears. Sears cootinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Heating and plumbing, elecIfKal appliance work trailer
work. Call 753-0357.
PAINTING
Hesidential, Fenn
and I 0111,173.Mal
Wm.bruals& roller

15 Yrs. Experience
RALPH WORLEY
4344353

Pea foohs,...you wM
Ike our photofinishing.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8293

Herndon s Welding Route 6
Box 154 753-9507
Home buildrog cabinet making, and home remodeling Call
Damon Lovett 753-4449
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, 7532310. for free estimates
Jack's Blacktop Paving and
patching Also seal coating
Reasonable prices Phone 753
1537
Ken's Lawnmower and complete auto service Overby
Road Shop 753-8696 home
759-1221 Fast service'
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation. heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203

AA-I ALL TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
or 753 2501 after 5 pm
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565
1978 GMC Series 6500 dump Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
truck. 10 tt. Rogers bed, rates, prompt and efficient ser17.500 rear end, 2-speed with vice. Custom Carpet Care 4895-speed transmission, 13.000 2774
actual miles. Excellent condi- - Carpet
cleaning, _free
tion. Priced to lel( 901-642estimates, satisfied references
7721.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanhave got a Ford Van. One ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
owner. 1978 Model, E-150. V8. 753-5827
blue. 489-2177
Concrete and block work Block
1979 Jeep C1-7, 2000 miles. garages, basements, driveways,
Call 753-9240.
ROOFING _
walks, patios, steps, free .
AP types, free estimotos.
Three 1974 Dodge 600 trucks. estimates Charles Barnett,
Coll 759-4512 days.
Either grain truck or spreader 753-5476.
1859 nights.
bed Also TD-9 Dozer' hyd.
ALEXANDER
blade Call 753-6227.
SEPTIC TANK
51. Campers
Mobile home anchors, roofs
CLEANING
sealed, and underpinning.
24' 1975 Blazon camper SelfVacuum cleaned from
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
contained, A-1 condition, extra
your driveway! Residenpatio awnings and carports.
wide bedding See Ben Nix,
tial, Commercial, and Insingle or double. Jack Glover.
753-3785 after 6 pm
dustriol. (Formerly Rex
753-1873 after 6 pm.
FOR SHY
Camp). 24 Hour Service,
Mitchell
Blacktopping,
36" topper for short
Call
driveways and small jobs a
wheel base pickup.
speciality, also patching and
753-5933
5100, call 753-5322
seal coating. 753-1537.
after 4 p.m.
Call Bob's Home Improvement
N & M painting and wall paperHome
repairs,
remodeling, con- ing. 753-7337 or 437-4617.
For sale: Three camper school
crete work. 753-4501
buses, in extra good condition.
Will haul driveway white rock
Do you need a carpenter' We
Call 436-2427.
and Ag lime also have any type
do paneling, additions, or what
Got spring fever' Here's the have
brown or white pea gravel.
you! All work guaranteed of
cure. go camping! See us for
AlsO do backhoe work. Call
Call 436-2516.
that new camper or used unit.
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Complete line. parts. and ac-" Ed's Workshop Furniture repair 753-6763.
cessones. DISCOUnt wices. and refinishing, custom wood- Will do plumbing and heating
White's Camper Sales. East'94 working, finish carpentry, repairs and remodeling around
Highway, Murray. KY. 753- general maintenance (502) the home Call 753-2211
or
354-6238
060'5.
753-9600.
Early
Bird
tune-up
Special'
Boats
and Motors
52.
Wet basement' We make wet
$12.95 Ken's Lawnmower,
16 ft. Avenger ski boat, trailer,
basements dry. work completeOverbey
Road.
call
753-8696.
150 Mercury outboard. Many
'y guarenteed Call or write
estras, excellent condition
Morgan Construction Co..
Will haul driveway
$2800. Call 753-1564 between
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
white rock and Ag lime.
8 and 3, ask for Bill,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
Also have washed
1-442-7026.
1978 20' Holiday Deluxe all
gravel. Call 489-2372.
Will mow and trim yards, exfiberglass pontoon. 75 hp
RONNIE PEA
perienced and dependable
Johnson, hydraulic lift on
Call 492-8556
motor, 'depth finder, 2 fog
lights, running lights. Marine
anchor. can be seen at Darnell
Fish Market. 5 miles east on I Hattie window cleaning, no job too iarge or small,
Highway 94
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
Pontoon boat. 24 foot. 40 hp
day
or night.
Johnson motor New pontoons.
Call 436-2289 after 5 am

48. Auto. Services
Complete 383 Mopar 4-speed
changeover $250. Power steering changeover Ford pickup,
$150 Ford heavy duty truck
heads. $50
Automatic
transmissions, used motors,
alternators. starters, Edelbrook
torquer with Chevrolet 850 Holly. $150 759-1739
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 7532796

49. Used Cars

LAIRD BRICK CO.,

i976 Grand Prix lilt, cruise,
AM-FM, new paint job, extra
shard car Call 492-8890 atter
5 pm
1968 Nova. 350
350 tip
automatic transmission mags
traction bars, 410 rear end.
6000 miles since over haul
$500 Call 753-8515 after 5
0fn
1979 Pinto pony AM-FM 8track in dash Call 436-2482
Want to buy Small used car in
the $1000 range
Need
automatic shift and air No
cars over 10 years old, and no
dealers please Leave message
during the day for David at
753-9694

FULL PRICE
FINANCING
CAN SE ARRANGED

TALK TO THE EXPERT

899° INSTALLED
nivel ins.'s-

0.•••• 11••••••••
1979 Bonneville and 1978 128
• .1•
Camaro. Both like new. Call
GROUND 21' X 24' X 5'
753-6562 or 753-8666.
1976 Cutlass Supreme, white
on white. with partial burgandy
interior. 47.000 miles, extra
sharp. Must sell! $2800 or best
offer. Call 753-6342
41'49950o ,,srimfo
1975 Camaro 228. Call 7535573.
IIISTALIAnoti INCLUDED
Operator on
1973 Ford Torino, with air. in
POOLS OR It VII GROUND
good condition. Will take best
Duty 24 Hrs.
offer Call 767-4052
Call 7 days
OVER 50 DIFFERENT MODELS
1978 Grand Prix, one owner
a week
17 000 miles. 20 plus miles
FROM '399" To 9900"
per gallon, color desert sand
Exceptional $4950 Call 7533612
1973 Monte Carlo. Over with
COWRIE rt LINE Of
maroon vinyl top Extra nice in
POOLS Of KY,lpic
011.41171 rAstx cNtatiouslFPENGUIN
3103 fern Volley Reed, Suite 104,
Ky 40113
tenor Automatic with power.
1.1•••• On.•••• ••••••••••••• Ca. •••••••••••1 ••••••• abhp•••••
air, and AM-FM. Rides
smoothly Call days 753-1916 SVE SERVICE ALL WARE
POOLS wane
or nights 753-6331, ask for
I cirr Pelt, ZIP
Lisa

(502) 966-4258

te*
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Deaths & Ftmerals

Hunt Brothers Turn Over Oil
Holdings To Cover Losses

1

Services Are Today
G. M. Bandarra Is
Dead At Age Of 59; For Mrs. Herndon
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
Funeral Is Today
Herndon is being held today at
George M. Bandarra, father
of George R. Bandarra and
Ray G. Bandarra of Murray,
died Saturday at the Benton
County General Hospital,
Camden, Term. He was 59
years of age and a resident of
Route!, Camden,Term.
Born Feb. 24, 1921, in
Massachusetts, he was the son
of Mrs. Dirunantina Bandarra
and the late Manuel Bandarra. He was a member of
the Jehovah's Witnesses.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Azevedo Bandarra; his mother, Mrs. Bandarra; one daughter, Mrs.
Christina Heron, Miami, Fla.;
two sons, George R. and Ray
G. Bandarra, Murray; sister,
Mrs. Agnes Gonsalves,
Massachusetts;
brother,
Manuel
Bandarra,
Elizabethton, Tenn.; nine
grandchildren.
Services are being held today at 1 p.m. at the gravesite
at Berry Cemetery, Camden,
Term., with the Rev. Louis
Razor officiating. A memorial
service is to follow at 2 p.m. at
the Kingdom Hall of
Jehovah's Witness at Camden,
Term.
The
Stockdale-Malin
Funeral Home at Camden is in
charge of the arrangements.

2 p.m.'at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Coy Garrett officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Glm, Don, and Gene Jones,
Ed Carroll, Jerry Vaughn,and
Otis Hatcher are serving as
pallbearers. Ourial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Herndon, 92, died Monday at 12:20 a.m, at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Minnie Carroll, and -one
brother, Roy Vaughn, both of
Murray.'

Giles Buchanan's
Rites Held Today

Services for Giles Buchanan
were held today at 10 a.m, at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home. with the
Rev. Dr. David C.- Roos officiating and Mrs: Oneida
White as organist.
Pallbearers were Pete
Dowling, Noel ftuchanan,
Fievil Robertson, Bobby Giles
Buchanan, Phil _Shirey, and
Paul Jackson. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Buchanan, 79, Colorado
Springs, Colo., formerly of
Murray, died Friday at 7:30
a.m.
,
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Pete Dowling,
Worth, Ill.; one son, Robert
Buchanan, Colorado Springs,
Funeral services for Johnny Colo,: one sister, Mrs. Beulah
Lovins are being held today at Drye, Louisville; two
1 p.m. at the chapel of the brothers, John of Murray and
Blalock-Coleman Funeral ,Albert of MurrarRoute 3.
Home with the Rev. Don
W.N.
Tassey of Nashville, Tenn., 111111
and the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker of Murray officiating.
Mrs. Otto Erwin is pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tony Rayburn, Danny McThe Hazel Church of Christ
Cuiston, Reggie Key, Roger will hear W. N. Jackson speak
Smith, Chris Peak, and Tom- on the theme, "In Defense of
my Cannon. Burial will follow the Gospel," during the three
in the Maplelawn Cemetery at days' meeting starting
Paducah.
Wednesday, April 2, and contiMr. Lovins, 30, a resident of nuing through Friday, April 4,
1300 Peggy Ann Drive, Mur- at the church.
ray, died Sunday at 2:05 p.m.
Services will be at 7 p.m.
at the St. Thomas Hospital, each evening and the public is
Nashville, Tenn.
invited to attend, a church
He is survived by his spokesman said.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Jackson has done mission
Dewey Lovins, his fiancee, work in Florence, South
Lynn Edwards, and one son, Carolina, and in Ioswich,
John Brian Lovins, all of Murbind. lie -has done Weal
ray: sister, Mrs. Gerald Bobo,
Paducah.

Final Rites Today
For Johnny Lovins

Jackson

Hazel Church

Funeral Is Today
For Orean Adams
Final rites for Orean Adams
are being held at 2:30 p.m. today at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev, Fil Boston
and the Rev. Julian Warren officiating. The Warren Quartet
is providing the music.
Serving as pallbearers will
be James, Roy, Rudy, and
Prentice Williams, Prentice
Holland, and Bob Jones.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Adams,66, a resident of
Dexter Route 1, died Saturday
at 2 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Alma Lee Williams
Adams; two daughtIrs, Mrs.
Gregory Wyatt, Murray Route
6, and Miss Sharion Adams,
Dexter Route 1; three sons,
Jerry, Donnie, and Frankie
Adams, Dexter Route 1; three
sisters—Mrs. Hilda Jones,
Mayfield, Mrs. Audron Null,
Marble Hill, Mo., and Mrs.
Lurlene Reitermann, Atlenta,
Ga.; two brothers, Treamon,
East St. Louis, Ill., and C. W.,
Athens, Ga.

Carter
nal winners of the fourth gra
ARTER SCIENCE FAIR WIN ,ERS — Ad
School Science Fair were, first row, from left, Sherry Lovett, third, earth science; Mary
Scarbor,ough, first, biology; iSiaC Schroeder, third, biology; RobertWeatherly, fiat,
earth science. Second row, Cassandra Spurlock, third, math;,isiiii Payne, biology; Andrea GalloWav, second, biology; Kevin Hawkins, second, earth scien_e; and Kerry Gibbs, fourth, chemistry. jenny Hamitat, third, Chemistry, was absent from photo.

Communion Service Slated
The Maunday Thursday-Tenebrae Candlelight Communion Service will be held
Thursday, April 3, at 7 p.m. at
-the' First Christian Church.
-The Chancel Choir will pro-,
vide the atmosphere of the Hot
ly Week Passion with hyMns
focusing on the last supper,
Gethsemane, the trials, the

Service At Church
Scheduled For
Thursday flight

scourging, and death on the
cross of the Christ, according
to the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
David Roos.
Twelve readers represen,
ting the twelve disciples of
Jesus will read the Gospel
passages dealing with the
closing days and hours of
Jesus life. AS-readers cover a
passage they will extinguish a
candle until all twelve candles
including the Christ candle
have been put out and the
whole sanctuary is in
darkness until Easter Morn
when the Christ candle will be
returned to the sanctuary at
the 10:45 morning worship service lighted and rejoicing that
Christ is risen, Dr. Roos said.

The Maundy Thursday
Liturgy of Holy Communion
will be celebrated at 7:30-p.m.
on Thursday, April -3, at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach Streets.
Preceding the _Liturgy., a
potluck supper will be served,
according to Senior Warden
Larry Doyle.
Celebrant and preacher for
the service will be the Rev.
"Current Issues Regarding
Custis Fletcher, and the ser- Substance Abuse in Kenvice will end with the tradi- tucky" will be the subject of a
tional stripping of the altar.
presentation at the United
Services at St. John's are Campus Ministry Luncheon
those of the recently approved program Wednesday, April 2
1979 Book of Common Prayer, at 12:30 p.m. in the Counseling
which includes a number of and Testing Center Conspecial liturgies for Lent, ference Room.
especially during Holy Week
Social Worker Don Baskin
and climaxing with Easter, will make the presentation
Doyle said.
and will focus on such matters
as pending legislation on
decriminalization
substance abuse, certification
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
of professionals, and program
a. m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger di Times by First of Michigan
funding. Baskin earned his
Corp.. of Murray,.
Master's in social work at
Industrial Agerage
-3.58
George Williams College.
Air Products
..........
3464-61
While presently employed as a
Amencan Motors
35-4-4%
Ashland
social worker at the Mental
48%unc
American Telephone ....
Health Center in Mayfield,
Chrysler
unc
Ford Motor
Baskin also serves on the
.......
.....
G
Board of the Kentucky
General Care
144S-44
General Dynamics.........
Association of Alcohol and
General Motors
Drug Professionals and is a
153Z
-Z:
General Tire
Goodrich
member of the Kentucky
II%-%
Goodyear
Alcoholism Council.
Gulf Oil
124+%
Hardees
Students, faculty, and other
94% sic
Heublem
interested persons are enI.B.M.50%
17641), 18I-sa
Jerico.
couraged to participate in the
186.4-+,
Kmart.
2641-I-4
UCM Luncheon program. The
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
informal meal and discussion
33%-4
Texaco
is held each Wednesday at
211%,
Ia
Wal-Mart
lb,9taa
Wendy's
12:30 p.m. in the Counseling

The presiding Elder for the
evening will be John Pasco,
Sr, chairman of the church
board and congregation along
with Elders Gene Landolt and
Lyle Underwood.
The ten other readers participating will be Dr. Ron
Cella, Steve Shaw, Bryan
Warner, Keith Gibbs, John
Behling, Neal Patterson, Jim
Boone, Dan Anderson, and
Jim Pickens.
Others providing support for
the event will be Bailey Gore,
Don McCord, and Dr. Kent
Forrester.
The community is invited to
come and participate in this
worship experience, the
pastor said.

Substance Abuse Topic
-0f-UCM Presentation

StogtgAarket

and Tediug Center Conference Room. Cost is $1.25.
For more information about
the UCM luncheon, contact the
UCM office at 753-3531.
The
United
Campus
Ministry is an ecumenical
organization on the Murray
State Campus. It is sponsored
by the Christian (Disciples of
Christ),
Episcopal,
Presbyterian U.S., the Roman
Catholic, United Methodist,
United Church of Christ, and
the United Presbyterian
U.S.A. churches; as well as
the Jewish Federation of
Southern Illinois.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 1. 1983
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, 351 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gilts 25t-75e lower mostly SW lower Sows
steady to $1.00 higher
US 1.2 200-230 lbs.
$28.5029.00
US 2 330240 lbs
12730-2350
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
US 2-4 280.290 be
Sows
$23.00-24 00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$22.00-24.00
US l-3303-4u0 Ibis
$34.00-27 00
US 1.3450.3(0 lbs.
$27.00-28.00
US 1.3300.550 lbs.
few 129.00
321.0022.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars river 3(0 lbs. $21.00-22 00

----..

1978 MALIBU CLASSIC LANDAU
Ky. one owner, power steering, power brakes, air, tilt
wheel, cruise control, cruise control, AM/FM tope,
bucket seats, console, black with block vinyl roof, red
interior. .

$4800.00

Keep That Great GM Forning With Genuine GM Ports

Continuous
Protection
Plan

This Easter have DINNER OUT
Make Reservations!

GM

—

Dwain Taylor ono 1, nc.
641 South

Members of the local unit of
the Kentucky Army National
Guard based in Murray participated in the ninth annual
LOULSVILLE, Ky. r AP, — USDA —
Easter Seal Campaign conEstimated receipts cattle and calves
ducted by the National Guard 1200,!united slaughter steers 1.00 lower;
and raised $1,000.0(1.
heifers untested, cows fully 1.00 higher,
bulls steady with Monday's full decline.,
The local unit is Detach- calves
and vealers not fully tested.
ment 1, Support Company, 1st feeders weak to 1 00 lower,
Slaughter steers part load mostly
Battalion 123rd. Armor, Kenchoice 1005 lb 6310. good and choice intucky Army National Guard:- cluding dairy bred 1000-1220 lb 57 30The Kentucky Easter Seal 61.50;
Slaughter heifers few good 200385 lb
Society provided services to 56.00-57.50;
more than 8000 handicapped
Slaughter cows commercial 45.00children and adults in 1970 {8.75; utility 4306-41.03; high dressing
utility 48.5041 50, cutter 42.00-47 00; canthrough the operation of its ner and cutter under 803 lb mostly 3300.
eight facilities and programs. 42700,
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 1203_
Of those served 5486 were 1705
lb 51.50-56.00;
children.
Slaughter calves and vealers; vealers
"Every member of the Ken, untested; a few choice 330455 lb calves
tucky Army National Guard is 63_0073.00;
Feeder steers medium frame 1 300460
to be commended for his (her
lb 70.00-73.00; a few 83.00-83.50, 500-600 lb
64.00-74.00; 603-725 lb 60.00-64.10, 60134010
outstanding efforts to raise lb 5750-6100; medium frame 2060-403 lb
money to help provide life- 60.0048.00; 600-950 lb 54.00-60.00; large
giving services to physically frame 2 including holsteins 400-600 lb
54.0644.06,603-1130 lb 50.00-60.00,
handicapped children and
Heifers medium frame 1 290-475 lb
adults in their own local town 60.00-63.50; 500.600 lb mostly fleshy offer.
trigs 56.00-62.00. p few 600-725 lb 55.03or county," said Dr. Harvey 5975, medium frame 2303-500 lb 53 30
Sloane, Louisville, state 60.00; 500700 lb 50.00-56.00
Hogs 500; barrows and Os 1.00
Easter Seal Campaign Chairlower; US 1-2235-256 lb 30.00-30.15; US 2
man.
215-260 lb 29.75-30.00; US 3 220240 lb
Since 1972 the Kentucky Ar- 29.00.29.75; a few 290303 lb 27.3027_50.
.50 lower; US 1-2 303350 lb 24.50my National Guard has raised sows
25.00, 350-400 lb 25.00-26.06; 400-450 lb
$800,720 to help crippled 26.3027.00; 450.500 lb 27.00-28.00, 500-620
children and adults through lb 28.302315; boars over 300 It 25.00.26.00;
the services provided for by
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs steady;
the Kentucky Easter Seal choice and prime slaughter lambs 125 lb
60.00
Society.

Livestock Market

A Maunday Thursday Ser.
vice of Holy Corrununion will
be held at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church on Thursday, April 3,
at 7 p.m.
The sermon by the pastor.
the Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship, will be entitled -Who Is
Greatest? Who Is Worst?".
Dr. Dorothy L. Brown,
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Lurine Cooper, will sing -0 M.D., Nashville, will be the
Love Divine" with Mrs. speaker at a conference at the
Olivene Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gains as pianist.
The youth of the congregation will also assist in the service.

Dorothy Brown
To Speak At
School Meeting

Scotts Grove Church
To Hold Service
The Scotts Grove Baptist
Church will hold Bible Institute services beginning
Wednesday evening, April 2
and continuing through Saturday evening, April 5, according to the pastor, the Rev.
Leon Penick.
Services will begin each
evening at 7:30. Special music
and a visiting speaker will be
featured at each service.
The Rev. Thurman Penick
will be the speaker on Wednesday; the Rev. Don Phelps on
Thursday; the Rev. Jerry
Summers on Friday; and the
Rev. Terry Sills on Saturday.

The
Decor Store

Dorothy Brown
Hopkinsville College of the Bible scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
April 10.
The Rey. Dr. Austin Hell,
president of the Hopkinsville
school, has asked that all
school graduates and interested citizens attend the
conference.

Worth $1.00 During
Our 6Oth Anniversary
Year. One Token Per
510.00 Purchase Of
Hy-Klas Paint
1 920-1 980

Bel-Air
Decor
Oel-Air Shopping Cert.
Pfireee 733-3642
Over 2,000 Colors
Ti Choose Freon

Menu Includes:

—

warn

Local Guard Unit
Participates In
Easter Seal Drive

in January amid reports that
the Hunts and others were trying to capture the market,
tumbled to $10.80 last week.
When the Hunts announced
plans to issue silver-backed
bonds, some investors feared
they were trying to raise
money quickly to cover loans.
Then it was revealed the
brothers had failed to meet a
margin call — demand for additional collateral against
loans used to buy stock or
commodities — touching off
panic on Wall Street.

•
•

.....

ramee more

Maundy Thursday
Celebration
Scheduled

vesugaung last week's price
collapse, and as a major
brokerage firm said it might
lose as much as $33 million as
a result of its dealings with the
Hunts.
The price of silver, which
rose to more than $50 an ounce

W.N. Jackson
work in Columbus and Amory,
Miss., Huntingdon and Somerville, Tenn., and is now in
Fulton, Miss.
The guest speaker edits his
own monthly paper, Sowing
the Seed; and also writes for
church publications and has
had books and tracts published.
He attended the University
of Northern Alabama and
graduated from David
Lipscomb College majoring in
Bible. He served in the U. S.
Marine Corps, and completed
the Navy's Law School working in the Courts-Martial
/*-----..-_
System. while in the service.
(
(
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NEW YORK (AP) — The
Hunt brothers, scions of Texas
oilman H.L. /Lunt and guardians of much of the family's
vast fortune, have turned over
valuable oil holdings near
Alaska's
petroleum-rich
Prudhoe Bay to cover their
dramatic losses in the silver
market.
Nelson Bunker and W.
Herbert Hunt agreed to give
up the Canadian oil property
to make good on a contract for
19 million ounces of silver that
came due on Monday.
The Hunts had agreed to pay
$35 an ounce, but after the
market's collapse last week
silver closed at $14.20 on Monday. The difference — about
$400 million — will be covered
by the oil interests and 8.5
million ounces of silver, it was
announced.
Engelhard Minerals &
Chemicals Corp. announced
the Hunts agreement to
transfer "significant interests
in major Canadian oil and gas
properties in the Beaufort
Sea" in order to cancel a $665
million obligation to the company. The area adjacent to
Prudhoe Bay is the target of
intense oil exploration.
Engelhard said the transfer
was subject to execution of a
definitive agreement and approval from government
agencies.
The announcement came as
the government began in-

753-26i7

After the egg hunt, come and
enjoy the traditional Easter
favorites with us. A memorable
feast awaits you!

*Round of Beef
*Baked Virginia Ham
*Chicken & Dressing
*Choice of Vegetables
*and Coconut Cake
Call for Reservations Now
Extension 145-753-5986

Alexanders Restaurant

i•Ong

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

At the Holiday Inn

